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FOREWORD 

lnfrared detection, infrared measurement, and infrared 
imaging are finding increasingly numerous and varied 

uses in industry and medicine. This book gives a brief 

account of the relevant theory of infrared detection and 

several typical applications. Circuits of prototypes are 

provided. 

Temperature measurements with high resolution are now 
attainable with infrared detectors and their associated 
circuits. No contact is necessary between the detector 
and the area whose temperature is being measured; the 
response time can be as short as 100ns, and the object 
itself can even be in motion. 

The presence or the arrival of an object whose temperature 

is significantly different from that of the background can 
be detected with other arrangements of infrared detectors 
and their circuits. The output can be used for control or 
alarm applications. 

A complete thermal picture to indicate the superficial tem-
perature over a given area of a scene can be provided by 
more complex infrared detection systems. This thermal 

image can be presented on a normal cathode ray tube 
(for example, in an oscilloscope). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INFRARED DETECTORS 

AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The nature of infrared radiation is discussed first in this chapter, and 
then follow descriptions of methods of detection and a number of appli-
cations of the present range of detectors. 

Infrared radiation is physically of the same form as visible radiation 
(light), but in many of its interactions with matter it behaves rather differ-
ently. The wavelength of infrared radiation is longer than that of radiation 
in the 'visible region, causing it to lie `beyond the red' when a spectrum is 
formed by a prism from an incandescent source. It was in this way that the 
existence of infrared radiation was deduced by Sir William Herschel in 
1800. The similarity of the natures of infrared and visible radiation was 
shown by the fact that both could be polarised. The wavelength of infrared 
radiation was determined by interferometric measurements soon after 
1830. Subsequent work showed that there is no upper limit to the wave-
length of such radiation, and it has now been studied at wavelengths 
where it merges with electromagnetic radiation generated by microwave 
techniques. 

The essential property which distinguishes infrared radiation from light 
is thus its wavelength. A convenient unit for measurement is the micro-
metre (µm) which is 10- s metre. The micrometre is equal to the micron, 
~,, a term still used but now deprecated. Similarly deprecated is the term 
mµ, being 10_3 micron. In the shorter wavelength region, the nanometre 
(10-9 metre) may be used. 

The angstrom unit, t~, which is 10- iu metre, is commonly used in optical 
physics. These units of wavelength are compared in Table 1, which must 
be read from the lefthand side. 

The infrared region begins at the wavelength which is just too long for 
the eye to see (0.75~.m); its other limit is not clearly defined, but it is often 
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TABLE i 

Comparison of units of length 

~ nm µm mm cm m 

H = 1 10-1 10-4 10-7 1p-s 1p-lo 

nm = 10 1 10-3 10-6 10-7 10-9

um 104 103 1 10- •j 10-4 10-6
mm ￼ 107 106 103 1 10-1 10-3

cm = lOs 107 104 10 1 10-2

m = 1010 109 106 103 102 1 

Visible 

Xrays Ultraviolet I ► I Infrared Submillimetre Microwav¢ UHF VHF 

10~ 10~ 102 103 104
I I 1 I I I I I 1 I ! I 

10~ 10~ 10 2 10 3
ym I I I I I I I I I 1 I I 

10-~ 10~ 10~ 102 103
cm I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Fig. 1.1—Electromagnetic spectrum 

taken to be 1000µm, where the microwave region begins. This limit depends 
on whether optical or microwave techniques are being considered. Fig. 1.1 
illustrates the relation of the infrared region to other parts of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. 

The infrared region is often divided into `near' (0.75 to i •5µm), `inter-
mediate' (1.5 to 10µm) and `far' (beyond 10µm) regions, and the region 
beyond 300µm is often referred to as the `submillimetre' region. 

SOURCES OF INFRARED RADIATION 
Electromagnetic radiation is emitted by any object at any temperature 
above absolute zero ( 273°C), but the amount emitted and its distribution 
with wavelength depend on the temperature and emissivity of the body. 
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The emissivity denotes the ratio of the actual emission from the body to 
that from a hypothetical source called a `black body' at the same temp-
erature. The emissivity generally varies with wavelength. 

The properties of a `black body' radiator may be calculated theoretically. 
Three points about it are of particular importance: 

1) The total energy radiated (Wtot) is proportional to the fourth power 
of the absolute temperature T (°C-{-273): 

Wtot = aT`t 

where a is Stefan's constant, which is approximately equal to 5.67 x 
10-1SWcm-2degK-4. 

2) The curve of variation of energy per interval of wavelength (W,,da) is 
always of the same shape, following Planck's law: 

Ct?~ 5da 
WaDa —

exp(Cz~aT) —1 

where C1 and C2 are constants, given by 

C, =3.7 x 10- t~Wcm2
Cz=1.44cm deg. 

This is plotted in Fig. 1.2 for some typical source temperatures. 

4 5 6 
Wavel¢ngth (gym) 

Fig.1.2—Variation of energy per interval of wavelength with wavelength 
(Planck's Law) 
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3) The wavelength of the peak emission is a simple function of the 
absolute temperature (Wien's displacement law). The wavelength in 
µm is: 

ink ~ 2900/T. 

Many real objects are similar to the hypothetical `black body', and it is 
possible to make an experimental source approaching the theoretical 
very closely by taking an almost complete hollow sphere or a narrow cone 
at a uniform temperature. 

Application of the equation for peak wavelength to the sun (at 6000K) 
shows peak emission at 0.5µm or SOOOA, in the visible region. An object at, 
say, 900K (common for a furnace) will emit most at about 3µm; one at 
room temperature (300K), at 10µm. Thus the range from the visible 
limit to 10µm is a very suitable wavelength region for measuring radiation 
from common objects, and hence detecting their presence or determining 
their temperature. 

Although many interesting sources of infrared radiation are close to 
`black body' sources, some sources such as flames and lasers emit over a 
narrow wavelength range. Normal tungsten filament lamps, although 
producing visible radiation, emit peak radiation in the near-infrared 
region. Gallium arsenide electroluminescent diodes, when forward-biased, 
produce monochromatic radiation at 0.9µm which may be modulated at 
very high frequencies. 

TRANSMISSION OF INFRARED RADIATION 
Although infrared radiation is similar to light, it is important to realise 
that, because something is transparent or opaque in the visible region, 
it is not necessarily so in the infrared. Thus, for example, ordinary clear 
glass is transparent up to only about 2.5µm in the infrared region. On 
the other hand, semiconductor materials such as germanium and silicon, 
opaque in the visible, are transparent in the infrared region beyond 1.8 
and 1µm respectively. 

An important factor in transmission over long distances is the atmos-
phere, and Fig. 1.3 shows typical transmission percentages over a path of 
one mile. The `transparent' regions in this figure (in, for example, 8 to 
13µm) are referred to as `windows'. 

Interference filters which enable narrow bands of radiation to be 
selected, or `cut-on' and `cut-off' characteristics of any form to be 
achieved, are important components often used in infrared systems. 

DETECTION OF INFRARED RADIATION 
As infrared radiation is a form of electromagnetic energy, it is, of 
course, possible to detect it by absorbing it and hence converting the 
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Fig. 1.3—Atmospheric transmission of infrared radiation over one mile 

energy to heat. This is the basis of early experiments using a blackened 
thermometer bulb. However, this method is slow, insensitive and incon-
venient; adevice that gives an electrical output is more desirable. 

Thermal detectors 

Detectors which measure radiation by means of the change of tempera-
ture of an absorbing material are called thermal detectors. The output from 
the element may be in the form of a thermal e.m.f. (thermocouple detector), 
a change in resistance (thermistor bolometer), the movement of a dia-
phragm caused by the expansion of a gas (pneumatic detector) which may 
lead to the change of illumination of a subsidiary photocell (Golay cell), or 
changes in the electrical polarisation of certain crystals with temperature 
(pyroelectric detector). 

Thermal detectors respond to any wavelength radiation that is absorbed, 
and can thus, by `blackening' the surface, be made to respond over a wide 
range of wavelengths. However, because the temperature of the sensing 
element must change, they are in general slow, taking one hundredth to 
one tenth of a second to respond. 

Quantum detectors 

The alternative method of detecting infrared radiation depends on the 
interaction of the radiation with electrons in a solid, causing the electrons 
to be excited to a higher energy state. These effects depend on the quantum 
nature of radiation, and detectors using them are called quantum detectors. 

The quantum theory states that radiation of a given wavelength a is 
composed of `particles' each of individual energy proportional to 1/~. 
Hence, if a transition of electrons from one state to another, requiring an 
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energy W, is considered, it will occur only if the wavelength is such that 
a is less than some critical value. The idealised response of a quantum 
detector is as shown in Fig. 1.4. 

The rising form of the curve is due to the fact that, as the wavelength 
increases, the number of quanta for a given amount of energy increases, 
and since the output is controlled by the number of electrons excited, it 

Response 
per watt 

Wav¢l¢ngth 

Fig. 1.4—Idealised response characteristic for quantum and thermal detectors 

also rises. Fig 1.4 also shows the idealised response of a thermal detector; 
as this type of detector measures the energy directly, the response per 
watt is constant. 

To use this quantum effect, it is necessary to be able to excite electrons 
from one state to another in which their electrical properties are different. 
One way is by photoemission, when electrons are given enough energy to 
escape from a solid and flow through a vacuum to give a current. How-
ever, surfaces require rather high energies for the release of electrons, 
and this effect can be used only in the visible and near infrared (to about 
1 µm). However, inside a semiconducting material the properties of an 
electron in the valence band are very different from when it is in the con-
duction band: in an n-type semiconducting material, the electrons in 
the valence band are unable to contribute to the conduction. If excited to 
the conduction band, however, they can do so, as also can the `hole' 
left behind in the valence band. Thus the conductivity is increased, and the 
material may be used as a photoconductor to detect radiation. If the 
absorption occurs near a p-n junction, the excited carriers are swept away 
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by the junction electric field and give a current in the external circuit. 
Devices using such effects are known as photodiodes and phototransistors. 

If it is desired to detect radiation at long wavelengths in the infrared 
region, a small amount of excitation energy is required. Some detectors 
make use of the release of an electron from an added impurity atom, 
which needs less energy than for an excitation across the band gap. Such 
devices are impurity photoconductors. The transitions required for several 
types of quantum detector are compared in Fig. 1.5. 

Metal Vacuum 

(a) Photo-¢mission Ib) Intrinsic (c) P-N juncticn (d) Impurity 
photoconductor photoconductor 

--.Conduction band 

• 
Valenc¢ band 

~_ , 

Fig. 1.5—Energy transitions in quantum detectors 

The fact that smaller energies are required at the longer wavelengths 
for quantum detectors has one important consequence. The smaller 
energy requirement allows the excitation of electrons by thermal agitation 
of the solid, and this is a random effect that gives rise to electrical noise 
in the output. Thus, for good sensitivity it is necessary to cool the semi-
conducting element. This may necessitate only a thermoelectric cooler 
to maintain a temperature just below room temperature, or it may demand 
the use of liquid helium, boiling at 4.2K, depending on the application. 

SOME IMPORTANT DETECTOR PROPERTIES 
Full discussion of the properties of infrared detectors will be found in 
standard text books. Those outlined below are the most relevant to 
the purposes of this book. 

Responsivity 
The purpose of a detector is to convert infrared radiation into an electrical 
signal; thus the basic property defining the performance is the ratio of 
electrical output (volts or amperes) to the incident energy (watts) on 
the sensitive area of the detector. This quantity is called the responsivity. 
It is important to note the type of radiation specified in connection with 
the responsivity. It may be radiation at one specific wavelength (mono-
chromatic radiation), which is often chosen to be the wavelength of peak 
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sensitivity (to give peak responsivity), or it may be black-body radiation 
from a source at a specified temperature, often SOOK (to give black-body 
responsivity). In this case, some of the incident radiation is in wavelength 
regions where the detector is not sensitive, but the whole of the radiation 
is counted in calculating this responsivity. Of course, the black-body 
responsivity is always less than the peak responsivity. The responsivity 
will also vary with the modulation frequency of the radiation because of 
the finite time-constant of the photo-effect. 

Noise equivalent power (N.E.P.) 
The importance of cooling to reduce noise has been mentioned. Such 
electrical noise sets a limit to the smallest radiation level that can be 
detected. The noise of a detector is usually quoted as the root mean square 
value of the electrical output measured in a bandwidth of 1 Hz at some 
specified centre frequency, under typical operating conditions for the 
detector. This quantity may be independent of frequency over some 
range, when it is said to show white noise in that range, or it may vary with 
frequency. For white noise, the magnitude measured is proportional to 
the square root of the bandwidth, so the performance is often quoted as 
volts per unit bandwidth (VHz- !). 

Although a low noise enables smaller energies to be detected, it may 
make the design of suitable amplifiers difficult. To get the best performance, 
the amplifier noise must be low. It is thus often of importance to know 
the ratio of the detector noise to the value of Johnson noise in a resistor, 
at room temperature, of magnitude equal to that of the detector. This 
ratio may be quoted as a noise factor. 

In testing a detector intended for measuring small quantities of radiation, 
the signal-to-noise ratio may be measured. This depends on a number 
of test conditions, such as the radiation energy used, the frequency of 
modulation of the energy and of the noise measured, and the bandwidth. 
A more useful quantity is the noise equivalent power, or N.E.P. This is 
the amount of energy that will give a signal equal to the noise in a band-
width of 1 Hz. It is, in general, a function of the wavelength and of the 
frequency of measurement. It is equal to the noise (per unit bandwidth) 
divided by the responsivity. 

Area normalised detectivity (D*) 
As one might expect, all the above quantities vary with the size and shape 
of the sensitive area of detectors, even if made of the same material 
prepared by the same process. However, it is found (and supported by 
theory) that for similarly made detectors, the N.E.P. is often proportional 
to the square root of the area of the detector. Thus a quantity called the 
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area normalised detectivity, with symbol D* (`D star') and equal to 
(Area) t/N.E.P., is commonly used to compare and specify detectors. 
From what has been stated, it will be seen that this quantity depends on 
the wavelength or black-body temperature of radiation used, and the 
frequency of measurement of signal and noise. It is therefore written as, 
for example, D* (5µm, 800, 1), implying a value at a wavelength of 5µm 
and a frequency of 800Hz, the `l' indicating the normalisation to unit 
bandwidth. Alternatively, if a black-body radiation source is concerned, 
the definition may be, for example, D* (SOOK, 90, 1). The dimensions of 
this commonly used quantity are cmHz ~W-1, and, as opposed to the 
N.E.P., it has the merit of taking a higher value for better-performance 
cells. 

OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS 
Photoconductive cells must have a bias current passed through them to 
make the changes of resistance appear as a voltage; photodiodes may also 
require bias. All the properties discussed above will vary with the bias, and 
an optimum bias exists for detectivity and, often, for responsivity. This 
bias will certainly vary with the semiconductor material used, the shape of 
the sensitive area, and to some small extent from detector to detector of 
identical construction. A typical form of variation is shown in Fig. 1.6. It 

R¢sponsivity 

Noise 

Fig. 1.6—Typical 
variation of detector 
properties with bias Det¢ctivity 

ez i Bias current 

will be seen that,. with low bias, the noise is independent of bias, being 
equal to Johnson noise, while the responsivity rises linearly, hence the 
detectivity rises. There is a region where both vary proportionally to cur-
rent, while at higher operating currents, the noise tends to rise more 
rapidly than linearly, and the signal less rapidly than linearly. The most 
suitable operating range for optimum signal-to-noise can be seen in Fig. 1.6. 
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PRACTICAL INFRARED DETECTORS 
The detector most suitable for any given wavelength is usually one with its 
peak sensitivity at or only just greater than the wavelength in question. 
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, detectors that are sensitive to wave-
lengths that are much longer than are necessary require more cooling to 
reduce internal thermal noise. Secondly, there is a theoretical limit to the 
detectivity set by the amount of radiation the detector receives in its 
sensitive band from the thermal background radiation, usually at 300K. 
This radiation is noisy in nature, gives rise to a limiting noise inthe detector, 
and limits the attainable detectivity to what is called the background 
limited, or BLIP, value. For wavelengths up to 10µm, this limiting value 
falls with wavelength, so that any sensitivity beyond the required wave-
length is likely to be detrimental. 

Fig. 1.7 shows this limitation, with the performance of some typical 
detectors that are discussed below. The materials used are stated, with the 
operating temperature and the field of view (F.O.V.). It will be seen that 
some detectors show performance above the theoretical limit. This is 
because they have a cooled aperture restricting their field of view and hence 
the amount of background radiation received. 

Silicon and germanium photodetectors 
Silicon and germanium, sensitive up to 1µm and 1.8µm respectively, are 
well-known in applications which usually require a tungsten light source. 
As this emits in the visible region, they are often not thought of as infrared 
detectors; but 90 % of the radiation from a typical tungsten lamp is in the 
infrared region, much of it lying within the spectral bands covered by 
silicon and germanium. 

The properties and applications of silicon and germanium photodetectors 
are not considered further here, except to point out that they are available 
as diodes or transistors, and that many specialised forms of silicon diode 
are available, such as cells having high operating speeds, and solar cells. 

Lead sulphide detectors 
Next in increasing wavelength of peak sensitivity is lead sulphide (PbS). 
This material must be prepared in a way very dili'erent from silicon and 
germanium to give good photosensitivity. It may be deposited by 
evaporation, in which case a small vacuum capsule is used. The layer is 
treated during and after deposition to give a high sensitivity. The 
typical detectivity D* (2.2µm, 800, 1) at the peak wavelength is 
6 x 1O10cmHztW-1. 

The evaporation technique is limited in the size and shape of the elements 
that can conveniently be made. An alternative process is to deposit the lead 
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sulphide layer by chemical reaction on to a suitable insulating substrate. 
This allows the formation of a layer that can be cut into a wide range of 
shapes and sizes, including arrays of elements. 

All lead sulphide cells have a high impedance (of the order of a megohm 
per square) and rather long time-constants (typically 100 to 4001~.$) 
compared with the other detectors considered here. In normal circum-
stances, PbS detectors provide adequate sensitivity at room temperature. 
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However, their performance may be enhanced by cooling to an optimum 
temperature of about —30°C (243K). 

Indium antimonide detectors 
The best performance from indium antimonide (InSb) is achieved by 
cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature (77K), when detectivities near the 
background-limited value can be obtained. However, indium antimonide 
also has many uses at higher temperatures. It is the only currently available 
semiconductor material that will respond to 7µm at room temperature. 

Photoconductive detectors are made from doped single crystals, 
prepared in a way similar to that used for germanium and silicon. These 
crystals are then cut into elements of the required size and made as thin as 
possible. At room temperature, the resistivity is low, giving detectors with 
resistances of about SS2/square. The most useful forms are thus either long 
thin strips, or areas made up of a number of such strips laid in parallel 
but connected electrically in series. The effect of temperature on perform-
ance is rather large at these temperatures, and a good heatsink is required 
for the element. Cooling to, say, 0°C gives improved performance, and these 
detectors are ideally suited to thermoelectric refrigeration. The response 
time is very short (about SOns) and the detectivity D* (6µm, 800, 1) is up to 
8 x lOscm Hz tW-1. 

Cooled detector elements are made in a similar way, the main difference 
being in the doping of the single crystal material. The sensitive element must 
be mounted in an enclosure suitable for cooling. This is usually a small 
glass dewar vessel with infrared transmitting window, and the cooling may 
be achieved either by using liquid nitrogen at 77K (either simply pouring 
liquid nitrogen into a vessel, or using a liquid nitrogen transfer system for 
continuous operation) or by means of a miniature Joule-Thomson ex-
pansion liquefier. 

Cooling increases the resistance to a more convenient value (about 2kS2/ 
square) and elements covering a wide range of shapes and sizes may be 
made. This includes arrays of elements as small as 100µm square with as 
many as 100 in one assembly. Detectors are `background limited', hence 
the use of a cooled aperture as part of the assembly improves the 
detectivity. Without such apertures, a value of D* (5.3µm, 800, 1) of 
5 x l0i~cm HztW- i is achieved. With a restricted field of view, values of 
over l x l0ilcm Hz tW_i are possible. 

Mercury cadmium telluride detectors (MCT) 
For wavelengths beyond 5 to 7µm it has been necessary to rely on doped 
germanium detectors which require cooling to below liquid nitrogen 
temperatures. Recent developments, however, have led to the use of a 
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mixed crystal of cadmium telluride and mercury telluride which can be 
made to have a peak response over a range of wavelengths depending on 
the ratio of cadmium to mercury. The particular interest in this material 
is for detectors matching the 8 to 13µm atmospheric window. This wave-
length range includes the peak of radiation from 300K sources at 10µm, 
and also the COz laser radiation at 10.6µm. This material has the advantage 
that operation approaching the background limit is obtainable at 77K 
(liquid nitrogen temperature), hence the cooling techniques available for 
[nSb detectors can be applied. 

Elements are made by techniques similar to those used for InSb, and 
the elements are mounted in similar dewars, with the difference that a 
window transparent in the 8 to 13µm range is required. For this purpose, 
silicon with an antireflection coating is very suitable. 

The resistance of elements is typically lower than that of InSb, for 
example 20 to 10052 for a square element; but this does not create serious 
problems as the noise level is substantially above Johnson noise. As stated 
above, detectors can be background limited, and detectivities of up to 
8x 1010cm Hz=W-1 at 10µm with a 60° cooled aperture are possible. 

Current developments are concerned with the use of mercury cadmium 
telluride at other wavelengths. If the cadmium to mercury ratio is adiz~sted 
to give a response peaking at 5µm at 300K operating temperature, peak 
detectivities greater than that of InSb (at the same temperature) by a factor 
of 5 have been achieved. It is possible that this mixed crystal may thus 
replace 1nSb in applications requiring high detectivity but not allowing of 
cooling. 

Doped germanium detectors 

In doped germanium detectors the radiation is absorbed by electrons in the 
impurities, and this leads to a lower absorption coefficient, hence the need 
for thicker specimens. It is also essential to cool the element so that the 
electrons are initially in the impurity centres ready to l~ excited. 

The germanium must be extremely pure apart from the intentionally 
added impurities. Mercury and copper are the two most widely used 
additives. Mercury responds to 14µm and requires cooling below 40K. 
This can be done with liquid hydrogen produced by aJoule-Thomson 
liquefier, or by using liquid helium or neon. Another method of cooling is 
to use aclosed-cycle expansion engine working with, for example, helium. 
Copper responds to 25µm, and requires a temperature below IOK, achieved 
with liquid helium. In both cases, a wide range of element sizes and shapes 
is possible. A cooled aperture is usually essential, and with a field of view 
of 60°, peak wavelength detectivities of over 1010cmHz ~W- i are obtained. 
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Indium antimonide extrinsic detectors 

For specialised applications of infrared radiation beyond 50µm, detectors 
have been developed which are faster than thermal detectors. One such 
device uses impurity levels in indium antimonide, giving a very low 
activation energy. It is necessary to operate such devices at a temperature 
below that of helium boiling at atmospheric pressure, so the helium must 
be in aloes-pressure container. The response of such devices extends 
through to the submillimetre and microwave regions. 

Pyroelectric bolometers 

Of the many effects used to make bolometers, the pyroelectric effect 
is the most recent, and one that allows improvements in bolometer per-
formance. The pyroelectric effect occurs in certain crystals with a complex 
structure in which there is an inbuilt electrical polarisation which is a 
function of temperature. Changes of temperature therefore result in 
changes in the charge at the surface of the crystal which can be detected 
by ahigh-impedance amplifier. Many crystals show this effect, but the 
most useful known at present is triglycine sulphate (NH2 CHz COOH)8 
HZ SO2—known as TGS. 

In most other thermal detectors, operation is usually at frequencies 
below that set by the thermal time-constant, but in the pyroelectric 
detector, frequencies above that value are used. This is because, though 
the signal output will fall with frequency, so will the noise, and a constant 
signal-to-noise ratio is obtained. The performance is largely limited 
by amplifier noise which will limit the frequency range of constant signal-
to-noise when the noise voltage generator of the amplifier becomes 
significant. This frequency will depend on the sensitive area, and can be 
in the range i to lOkHz. 

Because of the high impedance of the detector element (essentially 
a capacitor) and the importance of amplifier noise, detectors are made 
with integral amplifiers. 

The pyroelectric bolometer can have essentially constant detectivity 
over the wavelength range from 2µm to some hundreds of micrometres, 
depending on the window material used ; and detectivities of over 108
cm HztW-1 are achieved with sensitive areas between 0.4mm2 and 
15mmz. 

This type of detector, with good detectivity and frequency response 
and the ability to operate without cooling, has many applications in 
thermal detection (where the sensitivity to 10µm is used) and in spectro-
metry and gas analysis, using the large wavelength coverage. 
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APPLICATIONS OF INFRARED DETECTORS 
The range of infrared detectors now available gives coverage of the whole 
infrared spectrum. Although the applications of these detectors are numer-
ous, they fall into two general classes. One depends on the properties of 
black-body radiation for purposes of measurement and control; the other 
depends on the optical properties of materials (solid, liquid, and gaseous) 
in the infrared region as aids to analysis and control. These two classes 
are discussed below. 

BLACK-BODY OBJECTS 
In the first class, the applications use the black-body emission which is 
emitted from all objects at temperatures above absolute zero. Fig. 1.8 
shows the distribution of energy from black bodies at three temperatures, 
the rapid increase in total radiation, and the shift of the peak of the energy 
distribution to shorter wavelengths. The useful spectral ranges of the types 
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Fig. 1.8—Energy distribution from a black body at three temperatures 

of detector most commonly available are also shown in Fig. 1.8. The 
graph indicates the desirability of choosing a detector to match the spectral 
output of the source of interest. For example, for a source at 300K a 
detector responding to at least 10µm is desirable although, for practical 
reasons, a detector of, say, indium antimonide may be preferred. A lead 
sulphide detector is unlikely to be of any use. 

A detector responding in the correct wavelength region can be used in 
three types of application. it can be used for detection of an object, 
measurement of its temperature, or formation of a thermal picture. These 
will be considered in turn. 
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Lletection 
It is obvious that the emission from the object of interest must be different 
from that of the background by a significant amount. This clearly occurs 
with what are known as `hot 'bodies (for example, a flame), but difficulties 
may be encountered with objects near room temperature. 

Some objects, assumed here to approximate to a black body, are listed 
in Table 2 with their radiation outputs indicated. Whether or not one of 
these objects can be detected against the room temperature background 

TABLE 2 

Radiation from ~•arious objects 

Object 

Temperature Total 
radiation 

Radiation 
between 

0 and Sum 

~°C) (W/m2) (W/m2) 

Ice 
Room temperature 
Human face 
A cup of tea 

0 
22 
34 
b0 

320 
430 
505 
700 

2.2 
52 
7.7 

24.5 

depends on whether or not enough of the radiation can be focused onto 
the detector to give a change of signal greater than the noise of the detector 
and amplifier, and greater than any extraneous noise. It might be necessary, 
therefore, to use a large aperture in the collecting optical system for the 
greatest sensitivity. A narrow bandwidth, giving a long response time, will 
decrease the noise and lead to a greater sensitivity. It will also be necessary 
to detect a change in the output to indicate the presence of the object. 
Such a system can be made either to detect the passing of objects whose 
temperatures are within a few degrees of the background temperature or, 
by scanning the optical system over the scene, to detect a stationary object. 
The principles of the system are shown in Fig. 1.9 

Some of the phenomena detected by such systems are: unauthorised 
presence of human beings, the occurrence of an overheated part of a 
mechanical system (overheated axle-boxes on trains, for example), the 
difference between fertile and infertile eggs coming out of an incubator, 
or the presence of hot spots on overhead cables. 
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Fig. 1.9—Detection of moving object with temperature different from that of the 
background 

With objects at significantly higher temperatures than the background 
it is not necessary to detect the difference between the radiation from the 
object and its background, but just to set the system to respond to a given 
radiation input. 

Another approach to detection is possible if the emission is fluctuating, 
as in the case of many flames. Then an a.c. coupled amplifier can be used 
to respond to the fluctuation frequency of the emission. 

There are many extensions to the techniques mentioned. For example, 
the output may be used for counting, tocontrol aservo-system in a tracking 
mode or, with two channels, to measure time intervals and hence speed. 

Temperature measurements 
To attain the accuracy essential for temperature measurement by means of 
the emitted infrared radiation, it is usually necessary to measure the 
difference in detector output when viewing the object and a reference 
source alternately. This is because the voltage across the detector is usually 
a function of the temperature of the detector itself, as well as that of the 
object being viewed, and drifts in the detector temperature could mask 
the output produced by the object. The measurement of the difference 
between the test source and the reference can be effected by using a 
radiation chopper, often a rotating segmented disc. In this case, the output 
a.c. signal is related to the difference between the emission of the object 
and that of the chopper blade. For objects above 100°C, the radiation 
from groom-temperature chopper can usually be ignored, although this 
depends to some extent on the wavelength response of the detector used. 
For lower temperatures, the output is related to the difference between 
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object temperature and chopper blade temperature unless the image of a 
reference source is reflected by the chopper blade back onto the detector 
when the object is obscured. Fig. 1.10 illustrates a simple system. 

0 
0 0 Chopping disc 

Fig. 1.10—Basic radiometer system o p 

0 0 

Chopping the radiation has the further advantage that a.c. amplifiers 
can be used, and the bandwidth can be limited to reduce the noise. The 
frequency of chopping can be chosen so that the noise figure of detector 
and amplifier is lowest. 

It may be necessary, for absolute measurements, to take account of the 
fact that the emissivity of the object is not unity. However, because of the 
rapid change of emission with temperature, the absence of such a correction 
does not always have a very marked effect on the temperature indicated. 

The advantages of radiation measurements of temperature lie primarily in 
the fact that no contact need be made with the object under investigation. 
Thus the temperature of the object is not seriously disturbed, and moving 
objects present no difficulty. Furthermore, in many cases, no special sur-
face preparation is necessary, unless the surface has a very low emissivity. 

The applications for these techniques are too numerous to list here. 
Two extreme examples may be mentioned; these are the determination of 
temperatures of parts of integrated circuits in operation, and the measure-
ment of the temperatures of blast furnace walls. 

Thermal imaging 
The need for thermal imaging frequently arises when the location of those 
parts of an object where the temperature is of interest are not known or 
specified. Measurements could be made point by point with a radiometer, 
but it is often more convenient or essential to have a picture of the emission 
differences, and hence of temperature differences, presented directly. Thus 
there is considerable interest in devices that give such thermal pictures. 

The requirement may be for an indication of the hot areas, or for actual 
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Fig. 1.11—Methods of obtaining information for television display 
a) Nipkow disc scanner c) Multi-element detector scanner 
b) Double mirror scanner 

temperature measurements of selected points in the picture. A television 
type of display tube is the most convenient method of displaying the 
picture. The information to make up this picture can be obtained in a 
number of ways, as illustrated in Fig. 1.11. One technique scans an image 
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(produced by lens or mirror system) by means of a disc containing a spiral 
of holes known as a Nipkow disc. A detector behind the disc generates an 
electrical waveform which can be used as the video signal for the display. 
In a second system, the image of the scene is made to move in a television-
raster type of movement over a small detector by the synchronised 
movements of two mirrors giving line and frame scans. In a third method, 
greater sensitivity may be achieved by using an array of detectors, one to 
give each line of the picture, with electronic switching to give the required 
waveform. 

The most well-known application for these techniques is in the medical 
field, but many industrial applications have also been proposed and tried. 

INFRARED ABSORPTION ANALYSIS AND CONTROL 
The applications considered above all depend on differences in the emission 
from objects. Another large class of applications depends on the change of 
absorption produced by materials, in either the solid, liquid, or gaseous 
form. The field of chemical analysis by infrared absorption spectroscopy 
is now well known. It depends on the fact that the absorption, particularly 
of organic materials, is characteristic of a particular compound or type of 
chemical structure. Application of such techniques outside the laboratory 
is expected to grow rapidly with the availability of rugged and sensitive 
semiconductor detectors. Improvements of sensitivity, speed of response, 
and wavelength coverage are expected to widen still further the scope of 
this type of measurement. Much work is being done to improve gas 
analysis, which must often be performed in situ and must give a rapid 
read-out. Such measurements are of growing importance in control 
systems as widely varied as those for power station exhaust gases, and 
anaesthetics. Other applications, not requiring on-line control, include 
detecting leaks in piped gas systems or hermetically sealed electronic 
equipment. 

COMPARISON OF CELL PARAMETERS 
The Table on pp 24 and 25 compares the major electrical parameters of nine 
commonly-used types of photoconductive detector. 

The two lines showing different types of signal/noise ratio enable 
a comparison to be made of different detectors in various types of optical 
system. 

The line relating to constant total radiation of l~,W implies that in 
this case the smaller detectors are subject to a greater radiant excitance 
(W/m2). This is the case when the optical system is focusing the total 
radiation (watts) on to the cell area. In such a system a smaller area 
cell will produce a higher signal. It must be remembered, however, that 
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higher quality optics are required in order to utilise this effect. 
In the line relating to constant intensity of 1~.W~cm2 the total radiant 

power (watts) on each cell under consideration is varying directly as its 
area. Thus where the optics remain unchanged, and different types of 
detector are inserted in the field, this will be the relevant column for 
signal noise comparison. 

`Black-body temp. at Tpk' is the black-body source temperature which 
has peak emission coincident with the peak response of the detector. It 
is a rough indication of the type of source for which the detector, is 
appropriate. 

Figs. 1.12 to 1.17 give additional information relating to infrared 
technology. 

Fig. 1.12—Variation of 
black-body detectivity 
to monochromatic 
detectivity versus cut-

off wavelength for 

photon detectors 
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Fig. 1~1—Spectral radiant emit-
tance of a black body as a 
function of wavelength at 
various temperatures. The maxi-
mum spectral radiant emittance 
at a given temperature falls on 
the broken line. 
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INFRARED DETECTOR PARAMETERS 

Cooled types: 77K 

InSb 
RPY51 

InSb 
RPY56 

InSb 
ORP13 MCT 

Rceu(min> 1.2k 130 20k 20 S2 

Rceu(max) 3•Sk 350 60k lk S2 

Ib;as 0.7 10 1.0 10 mA 

Pbias 10 20 40 10 mW 

Vs 9 x 10-3 125 x 10-6 7 x 10-3 0.5 x 10-3 V 

Vs' 22.5 x 10-6 38 x 10-6 210 x 10-6 0.26 x 10-6 V 

I s 4 x 10-6 0.5 x 10-6 0.175 x 10-6 6 x 10-6 A 

Vn 26 X 10- s 17 x 10_9 112 X 10-9 2.4 X 10-9 VHz-  # 

Vs/Vn 350 x 103 7 X 103 65 X 103 210 X 103 — 

Vs'~Vn 866 2.2 x 103 1.9 x 103 110 — 

Rise-time 2.5 4.8 5.0 1.0 µs 

ank 5.3 5.3 5.3 9.5 to 15 µm 

Black-body 
temp. at )~Pk 275 275 275 -~30 to —80 °C 

Element 
dimensions 

0.5 x 0.5 8 x 5 6 x 0.5 0.23 x 0.23 mm 

Rceit =cell resistance 

Ib;as =optimum bias current 

P;,;as =bias power at Ibias 

Vs = open-circuit signal voltage for 1~.W of incident black-body 
radiation 
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INFRARED DETECTOR PARAMETERS 
Uucooled types: room temperature 

InSb 
ORP10 

InSb 
RPY77 

InSb 
RPY79 

PbS 
61St/ 

PbS 
RPY75/76 

Rceii(min) 30 500 100 1M 0.2M S2 

Rceii(max> 120 1 •Sk 300 4M 1M S2 

Ibias 55 10 10 0.02 0.06 mA 

Pbias 225 80 20 1.6 2.5 mW 

VS 0.3 x 10- s 1.7 x 10- s 1.7 x 10- s 1.3 x 10-3 1.2 x 10-3 V 

VS' 9 x 10-9 68 X 10-9 17 x 10-9 470 x 10- s 12 X 10_s V 

I S 4 x 10-9 2.6 x 10-9 8.5 x 10-9 0.9 x 10-9 2 x 10-9 A 

Vn 1.0 X 10-9 7 X 10-9 7 X 10-9 1.2 X 10_s 1.2 X 10_6 VHz-~ 

Vs/Vn 300 243 243 1 X 103 1 X 103 — 

VS'/Vn 9 10 2.4 400 10 — 

Rise-time 0.1 0.1 0.1 100 250 µs 

anx 6.2 5 to 7 5 to 7 2.2 2.2 µm 

Black-body 
temp. at apx 

190 300 to 140 300 to 140 1050 1050 °C 

Element 
dimensions 

6 x 0.5 2 x 2 1 x 1 6 x 6 1 x 1 mm 

Vs' = open-circuit signal voltage for 1µW/cm2 incident black-body 
radiation 

Is = short-circuit signal current for 1µW of incident black-body 
radiation 

Vn =noise voltage 

All figures are typical 
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CHAPTER 2 

BIASING AND AMPLIFYING 

TECHNIQUES FOR 

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE DETECTORS 

The biasing and amplifying methods that are adopted for use with photo-
conductive detectors can have a considerable effect on the environmental 
stability of the system. The stability of equipment performance will also 
be affected by variations of detector parameters due to production 
tolerances. 

There are three different methods of biasing photoconductive detectors: 

1) Constant current. 

2) Constant voltage. 

3) Constant power. 

Each of these methods maintains the appropriate electrical quantity 
approximately constant over a wide range of cell resistance. Each method 
will have a particular effect on system performance. 

The input impedance of the following amplifier will also have a sig-
nificant effect on system performance. This impedance can be either 
much higher than cell resistance (voltage amplification) or much lower 
than cell resistance (current amplification). 

Each combination of biasing method and amplifier impedance will 
have a specific effect on system stability. 

To understand the effects of different methods of biasing and amplifying, 
three facts concerning photoconductive detectors must be noted 

1) Responsivity is approximately proportional to the square of cell 
resistance. 

2) Responsivity is approximately linear with bias current. 

3) The peak of the cell signal-to-noise curve occurs at approximately the 
same bias power for every cell of a given type. 
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If we first consider the combination of constant current bias and a 
voltage amplifier, it can be seen from fact (1) that the output of the 
system will vary directly with responsivity variation. In other words, 
changes in detector resistance will have no effect on bias current or 
amplifier gain. If a current amplifier were used, then the gain of the 
amplifier would increase as the reciprocal of cell resistance. This would 
reduce the effects of changes of cell responsivity. If, also, constant voltage 
bias were used then changes in cell resistance would produce changes in 
cell bias current. This again would tend to reduce the effects of varying 
cell responsivity (see fact 2}. Each of these two methods will alter the 
output from the system by a factor 1/R~eli. The two used together will 
increase this to a factor 1/R~ei12. Hence the combination tends to minimise 
the cell characteristic described in fact (1). 

Fact (3) can be utilised in systems where constant signal-to-noise 
ratio is of greatest importance. This is achieved by employing a constant 
power biasing system. 

Some practical methods of obtaining the different forms of bias are 
discussed and analysed in the following section. 

EVALUATION OF BIASING METHODS 

Constant current 
The simplest approximation to a constant current bias system is when 
the bias voltage source is applied to the detector cell through a resistor of 
high value compared with cell resistance variation. By choosing a value of 
resistor that is higher than the cell resistance, noise contribution from the 
resistor is minimised. 

The bias current can be selected to give optimum signal-to-noise 
performance for the particular cell to be used. This is a most likely situa-
tion for cooled cells where the temperature is constant, and usually a test 
certificate is supplied with each cell quoting optimum bias current. 

When a spread of cell resistance has to be considered, then variations 
of signal and signal-to-noise ratio must be tolerated. If the bias is chosen 
for a typical cell, then cells with a higher resistance value will produce a 
higher signal and noise level, but the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded. 
Lower resistance cells will again produce degraded signal-to-noise ratio, 
and both signal and noise will be at a reduced level. 

By using aloes-impedance input amplifier the variation of signal and 
noise level will be reduced, but the signal-to-noise ratio will still suffer 
the same deterioration. 

The gain of this type of system will vary as 1/Rceii. 
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The noise voltage Vn produced by this biasing system is given by 
Rceu1/(4kTBRB)

Vn = (see Fig. 2.1a) . .(1) 
Rs + Rcell 

Evaluating this for an RPY51 detector fed through an RB of 20kS2 
gives a value of Vn = 0.6 x 10-9 VHz- t. This is negligible compared with 
cell noise which is of the order of 15 x 10_9 VHz-  ~. 

With high-resistance detectors requiring quite high currents for optimum 
bias this may not be a convenient method, and a transistor can be used as 
shown in Fig. 2.1b. The noise voltage Vn generated by this circuit is

"~ 4kTB ) 
Vn = Rcell y l en2IRe2 +' ln2 -~' Re (see Fig. 2.1b) . . (2) 

where en and in are the equivalent noise generators of the transistor, and 

en2 = 2kTBre-{-4kTBrb in2 ^~ 2kTB/hrere. 

B =bandwidth k = Boltzmann's constant. 

An RPY51 biased at 0.7mA and with a BC109 transistor in the circuit 
of Fig. 2.1b gives a noise voltage of 6 x 10_9 VHz- ~. The above equations 
are calculated on the assumption that the cell is noiseless. Therefore to 
calculate the effective noise figure with a typical detector in circuit the 
following expression can be used. 

N.F. =  
Vn2 ~- Vn(ceu)2 . .(3) 

Vn(cell)2

Constant voltage 
If minimum variation of signal level with variation of detector resistance 
is of prime importance, then constant voltage bias followed by a current 
amplifier would be recommended. The simplest method of achieving this 
is with the circuit of Fig. 2.1c. This will give as good asignal-to-noise 
performance as a constant current bias system followed by a voltage 
amplifier if both the transistor and the cell are working at optimum 
current. Since the transistor emitter current is also the cell bias current, 
this optimum may be difficult to achieve. 

This method of biasing and amplifying produces a responsivity correc-
tion factor of 1/Rce112• This should maintain a reasonably constant voltage 
signal at the amplifier output despite changes in the value of Rcell• Signal-
to-noise ratio will, however, be degraded in the case of cell resistance 
values above and below the chosen datum. If the system is designed on a 
resistance datum level which is the harmonic mean of the total expected 
variation, then bias power will vary symmetrically about the datum. 
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Fig. 2.1—(a) Constant current bias system (c) Constant voltage bias system 
(b) Constant Curren± bias with transistor (d) Constant power bias system 

The noise contributed by the transistor in this circuit is given by 

Vn = 1~(1n2Rcell2 + en2)• 

With an RPY51 detector and a BC109 transistor, typical values put in 
this equation give a noise voltage of 7 x 10-9 VHz- t. 

This is a much higher value of noise than with passive biasing, but the 
circuit can generally have a voltage gain of about ten so that subsequent 
amplification will cause very little degradation of noise figure. 

Constant power 
Where constancy of signal-to-noise ratio is the prime consideration, 
constant power biasing is recommended. The effect is achieved by feeding 
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the cell bias current through a resistor of value equal to the geometric 
mean of the expected cell resistance variation (Fig. 2.1d). 

Biasing by this method will mean a larger noise contribution from the 
bias resistor. The equation for bias noise is the same as Eq. 1, but of course 
RB is a lower value and Vn is higher. With an RPY51 detector the bias 
noise voltage is 2.5 x 10- y VHz- t. This noise could be reduced in many 
applications by the introduction of a choke or LC filter in series with the 
bias resistor. 

A constant power bias system should be followed by a current amplifier. 
This prevents attenuation of voltage signals by the bias resistor and helps 
to stabilise the signal level. With this system the responsivity correction 
factor will be about 1/R~elll'S. Thus correction is not quite as good as 
with the constant voltage bias circuit followed by a current amplifier. 

The Table on page 30 summarises the effect of various combinations 
of biasing method and high and low amplifier input impedances. It also 
summarises the noise contribution of each biasing method, and in the last 
two columns indicates how a centre value of cell resistance should be 
chosen for minimum parameter variation. 

BIASING AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS 
The next twelve pages give practical biasing systems and amplifier circuits 
for the commonly-used cooled and uncooled detectors whose parameters 
are given on pages 24 and 25. 

Cell type 
Description 

Page 
No. 

Fig. 
No. 

Cooled Uncooled 

RPY51 constant power biasing 32 2.2 
RPY51 constant current biasing 32 2.3 
RPY56 34 2.4 
ORP13 34 2.5 
MCT 36 2.6 

ORP10 38 2.7 
RPY77 38 2.8 
RPY79 40 2.9 
61St/ 40 2.10 
RPY75/76 42 2.11 
RPY75/76 42 2.12 
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COOLED DETECTORS 
Circuits are given for several types of cooled detector. 

Amplifiers for RPY51 
Fig. 2.2 shows a constant power biasing system followed by a current 
amplifier (low input impedance). This system is designed to give an accept-
able noise performance and a high voltage gain, and to be optimised for 
signal-to-noise ratio with all detectors of the RPY51 specification. 

Noise generated by the amplifier and biasing resistor RB referred to the 
amplifier input is given by: 

Vn 
Ren~~I~ 

KRrn+in2Ree2~}-en2 
(Rre bRe)2 + 

KRs 

2) 
. . .(4) 

where 
K = 4kTB 
Rn =total external resistance at the transistor base. 

Amplifier performance is as follows: 
Voltage gain 250 typ. (designed to vary with cell resistance) 
Current gain 21 
Input impedance 8052 
Output impedance 27kS2 
Bandwidth 1 M Hz 
Noise voltage Vn 15 x 10-9 VHz- ~ (From Eq.4) 
Noise figure with 

typical cell 3dB 

The circuit of Fig. 2.3 shows a constant current biasing arrangement 
followed by a voltage feedback amplifier. In this system noise contribution 
from the biasing resistor and amplifier is less than in the circuit of Fig. 2.2. 
There is, however, no compensation for different values of cell resistance. 

Amplifier and bias resistor noise referred to the input of the amplifier 
is given approximately by: 

Vn^'~(en2-f-in2Roel12-f-KRs(  Rcell  ~ 2+KRe I . . .(5) 
~v ` Rs+Rcell J 

when Reeil<amplifier input impedance. 

The performance of this system is as follows: 
Voltage gain 250 
Input impedance 40kS2 
Output impedance 1k52 
Bandwidth > 1MHz 
Noise voltage Vn 6x 10_9 VHz- ~ 
Noise figure with 

typical cell 0.8dB 
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Fig. 2.2—Constant power bias system followed by current amplifier for RPY51 
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Fig. 2.3~~Constant current bias system followed by voltage feedback amplifier for 
RPY51 
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Constant voltage bias circuit for RPY56 
A constant voltage bias circuit for use with the RPY56 is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
The cell is placed in the emitter of TR2, the base of which is taken to a 
regulated voltage. However, because of the high value of bias current 
required by the RPY56 (IOmA approx), transistor TR2 does not supply 
all the biasing current to the cell. As TR2 is biased to a collector current 
of about 1 mA, it is working at a reasonably low noise level; the input 
impedance at TR2 emitter is also sufficiently low for good current transfer 
from the cell. This value of collector current also enables a suitably high 
value of collector load to be used, giving the stage a typical voltage gain 
of 50. The main bias current is provided by TR1. The noise generated 
by this stage is shunted off by Ci. Thus the only significant noise con-
tributed by the stage is that generated by RB. 

The total noise generated by the transistors and resistor RB is given by: 

Vn = ,i K 

RB~i2~in2Rceii2~en2(RsRs 
~en)2~ 

2 

System performance is as follows: 
Voltage gain 50 typ. (designed to vary with cell resistance) 
Current gain unity 
Input impedance 2552 
Output impedance 1Ok52 
Bandwidth >1MHz 
Noise voltage 8 x 10- y VHz- t 

Noise figure with 
typical detector 3dB 

. . .(6) 

Circuit of constant power bias type suitable for ORP13 
A circuit of the constant power bias type for use with the ORP13 is shown 
in Fig. 2.5. Since the ORP13 is ahigh-resistance type, the emitter current 
of the first transistor of the amplifier must be very low. Transistors of the 
BC109 series are most suitable for operation at low emitter currents. 

In the circuit of Fig. 2.5, TRl is biased to a collector current of 30µA, 
which is near optimum for noise figure when a source impedance of 20kS2 
is considered. The ORP13 detector is biased directly through a resistor of 
value equal to the mean value of expected cell production spreads. Thus 
near-optimum bias conditions will be obtained with any production ORP13. 

This circuit is of the same type as that shown in Fig. 2.2, and the noise 
voltage of the amplifier and biasing resistor referred to the input can be 
calculated from Eq. 4. 

Owing to the very low transistor operating current and the high value of 
feedback resistor (compared with the similar circuit of Fig. 2.2), the emitter 
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voltage of TR1 has been raised. This enables a greater degree of d.c. 
feedback to be employed, thus improving stability of the working point. 

System performance is as follows: 
Voltage gain 400 typ. (designed to vary with cell resistance) 
Current gain 175 
Input impedance 3kS2 
Output impedance 100kS2 
Bandwidth >0•SMHz 
Noise voltage 40x 10-9 VHz- ~ 
Noise figure with 

typicalORP13 0.8dB 

Low noise amplifier for MCT detector 
A low-noise amplifier circuit for use with an MCT detector is shown in 
Fig. 2.6. The amplifier is designed to give a good noise performance with 
MCT detectors biased with a constant current. 

So that the collector currents of TR2 and TR4 are largely unaffected by 
variations in supply voltage, two reference voltage sources have been used. 
One reference is provided by the voltage regulator diode D2 which, 
through transistor TR3, sets the potential across R4. This potential 
defines the operating current of transistor TR2. Any noise generated by 
D2 is decoupled by Rio and C5. Transistor TR3 provides some gain and, 
with the reference voltage of Dz to its base, enables TR4 to be connected 
directly to the supply rail. Thus nearly all the supply voltage is available 
for the output voltage swing. 

The second reference voltage is provided by the base-emitter voltage of 
TRl. This sets the d.c. voltage across Rs and Rs which defines the total 
current taken by TR2 and TR4. Thus the collector currents of both TR2
and TR4 are now defined. Transistor TRl controls the d.c. base bias 
voltage of TR2 to give the desired collector current. This enables very 
large values of base bias resistors to be used without causing any change 
in operating conditions due to production spreads of hfe at TR2. 

Resistor Ry protects transistor TR4 against damage from short-circuit 
of the amplifier output terminal to earth. 

Transistor TR2 (BFXLNR29) is a device specially selected -for use with 
cells of very low resistance. With this transistor a noise figure of 3dB is 
obtainable with a driving source impedance of 10052. The MCT cell will 
have a noise equivalent resistance greater than 30052, so that good noise 
figures can be expected. 

The effective noise voltage generated by the amplifier at its input is 
given approximately by: 

Vn 1/(en2+ln2+KRe). 
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The amplifier performance is as follows: 
Voltage gain 200 
Input impedance > 15k52 
Output impedance ~ 10052 
Bandwidth > 1MHz 
Noise voltage at 

input 1.4 x 10-9VHz- ~ 
Noise figure with 

typical detector 1 •SdB 

UNCOOLED DETECTORS 
Circuits for uncooled detectors are now given. 

Low-noise amplifier for ORP10 
The low-noise amplifier shown in Fig. 2.7 uses four BFXLNR29 low-
noise transistors in parallel as its first stage. This technique is necessary 
because of the extremely low d.c. resistance and noise level of ORP10 
detectors. A typical ORP10 will have a d.c. resistance of 5052 and a noise 
equivalent resistance of 6052. (1 x 10- eVHz- t expressed in r.m.s. noise 
volts). 

When the amplifier of Fig. 2.7 is driven from a source resistance of 60 52, 
amplifier noise will be about the same level as cell noise. Thus an effective 
noise figure of 3dB is attainable. 

Amplifier performance is as follows: 
Voltage gain 220 
Input impedance > 15kS2 
Output impedance G 10052 
Bandwidth > 1 MHz 
Noise voltage 0.8 x ]0-9VHz_t 

Noise figure with 
typicalORP10 3dB 

Biasing and amplifying circuit for RPY77 2 x 2mm labyrinth cell 
The circuit for RPY77 detectors shown in Fig. 2.8 is similar to that of 
Fig. 2.4 for the RPY56 detector. The circuit is noise optimised for the 
RPY77 detector, however. This is a constant voltage biasing system 
followed by a current amplifier. 

The value of RB is critical in its effect on the noise performance of this 
type of circuit. If RB is reduced in value, noise current contributed by the 
resistor itself is increased, and at the same time the effect of the transistor 
equivalent noise voltage generator is increased. Thus RB must be made as 
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large as d.c. conditions will allow. The noise voltage generated by this 
circuit can be calculated from Eq. 6. 

The performance of this system is as follows: 
Voltage gain 40 typ. (designed to vary with cell resistance) 
Current gain unity 
Input impedance 90SZ 
Output impedance 33kS2 
Bandwidth >1MHz 
Noise voltage 5x 10-9VHz_t 

Noise figure with 
typical RPY77 2dB 

Biasing and amplifying circuit for RPY79 1 x lmm labyrinth cell 
A circuit for the RPY79 detector is shown in Fig. 2.9 and is principally 
the same as that for the RPY77. The RPY79 has a lower d.c. resistance, 
therefore transistor TR2 must operate at a higher collector current. 
The circuit performance is: 
Voltage gain 60 
Current gain unity 
Input impedance 35SZ 
Output impedance 22kS2 
Noise voltage 2.25 X 10-9VHz- ~ 
Noise figure with 

typical RPY79 0.6dB 

General purpose amplifier for 61St/ 
A general purpose amplifier for the 61 SV is shown in Fig. 2.10 (p. 42). 
A FET is a convenient device to use in the first stage. It contributes very 
little noise and provides a high input impedance that will not attenuate the 
voltage signal developed across the detector. For the same reason the bias 
resistor must be of a high value. With a bias voltage supply of 200V a 
suitable bias resistor value is 4.7MS2. This produces near optimum bias for 
all detectors and does not attenuate the signal excessively. A diode must be 
connected across the FET input terminals to protect it from ahigh-voltage 
transient which would occur at the moment of switching on cell bias. 

Circuits for chemically deposited lead sulphide detectors RPY75/RPY76 
When using chemically deposited lead sulphide detectors where signal and 
noise levels are high, it is recommended as a general principle that constant 
voltage biasing followed by a low impedance input amplifier is used. This 
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zoov 

Fig. 2.10—General purpose amplifier for 61 SV 

will ensure minimum signal variation if cell parameters change because of 
temperature variation and ageing. 

Circuit 1 
Fig. 2. ] 1 shows a simple transistor constant voltage biasing stage. The cell 
is directly connected to the low impedance of the transistor emitter which 
also holds a constant d.c. voltage across the cell. All of the cell signal 
current appears in the transistor collector. By means of a suitable collector 
load the signal can be converted into a voltage suitable for amplification. 

1n this circuit the standing collector current is the same as the bias 
current, and this will vary with cell resistance. Hence there is an upper limit 
of collector load beyond which the transistor will tend to bottom at 
extremes of cell resistance variation. This limits the voltage gain available 
from the circuit. 

Circuit 2 
In this circuit (Fig. 2.12) constant voltage bias is achieved by connecting 
the cell through a relatively low value resistor to the supply rail. The load 
resistor does not attenuate the signal in this case, owing to the amplifier 
input impedance being low compared with the cell load. 

With a.c. coupling to the amplifier, changes of cell d.c. resistance do not 
affect amplifier performance, and high gain is possible. The values shown 
in Fig. 2.12 give a signal current gain of 100. 
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PROTECTION AGAINST PLUG-IN SURGE 
In a number of the circuits described in this chapter a voltage regulator 
diode has been placed across the amplifier input terminals. This diode 
protects the detector from current surges which can occur at the instant of 
connecting a cell into a live circuit. This surge is caused by the coupling 
capacitor charging up when the detector is removed from the circuit. When 
reconnected to the circuit the cell is presented with an excessive voltage Vp 
with very little series resistance to limit the current. Cell resistance itself can 
be very low, this being particularly important with cooled cells at room 
temperature. 

The voltage Vp can be evaluated from the expression: 
Vp = V—VZT—Vbe 

where 
V is the cell bias supply voltage 
VZT is the transistor reverse base-emitter voltage 
Vbe is the base-emitter forward voltage of the transistor. 

The base bias voltage does not affect Vp. 
The effective series resistance Rp is given by: 

Rp = RzT-I- rb-I-Rcen 
where 

RZT is the reverse-breakdown impedance of the transistor emitter-
base 
rb is the transistor internal base resistance. 

To prevent interference with the cell output signal, the breakdown 
voltage of the voltage regulator diode must be chosen to be a volt or two 
higher than the maximum d.c. voltage across the cell. This is a straight-
forward choice in the case of most detectors where the voltage will not 
exceed 4V. If a diode of suitable voltage is chosen, then the peak of the 
plug-in surge cannot exceed 30mA. 

However, with the ORP13 amplifier in Fig. 2.5 a diode with a voltage 
breakdown of 30V would be required. If the ORP13 at room temperature 
is plugged into this circuit, and a BZY88-C30 diode is used, a current 
surge of peak 300mA may flow. In this circuit it is necessary to include 
some extra series resistance which will cause only negligible degradation of 
circuit performance. If a 22052 resistor is placed in series with the input as 
shown, then the peak surge current will not exceed 85mA, which is an 
acceptable peak for this detector at room temperature. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FLAME-DETECTOR FIRE ALARM 

Commercially available fire alarms are usually one of two basic types, 
namely heat detectors and smoke detectors. 

With heat detectors, adual-action thermostat operates the alarm either 
at a predetermined temperature (about 65°C) or when the rate of rise of 
temperature exceeds a given level. The main limitation of this system is 
that the fire must generally be well-established before the alarm is given. 

The optical smoke detector relies on the presence of smoke particles in 
the atmosphere to operate the alarm. Since most fires produce an appreci-
able volume of smoke in their early stages this system has the major 
advantage of producing an early warning. Its limitations are set by the 
environment and the nature of the fire. 

The system to be described here is a flame detector in which the infrared 
radiation from a flame results in an alarm signal from an infrared detector. 
The major advantage of this type of system is that an alarm signal will be 
produced as soon as a flame occurs in the field of view of the detector. 

BASIC FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 
A practical form of flame-detector fire alarm system using an infrared 
detector has been designed round the RPY75, RPY75A, RPY76, or 
RPY76A, which are small lead sulphide cells with a sensitive area of 
1 x lmm and a peak spectral response at 2.2µm. The fire alarm is a simple 
infrared detecting system requiring no mechanical chopping or elaborate 
optical system. Fig. 3.1 shows the overall scheme. 

An amplifying stage is incorporated with a cell to form a composite 
detector head. This has the advantage that a large signal is generated at 
source so that the system is less prone to electrical interference between 
the source and the central alarm position. The detectors are sited, either 
singly or in groups, to provide a protected zone as covered by their field of 
view, which in this case is about 150° cone angle per detector. The operating 
range obviously depends on the size of flame that can be tolerated before 
the alarm operates. 

Alarm signals from each zone are fed to separate channels in the central 
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Fig. 3.1—Fire alarm system, showing protected areas 

alarm position so that the location of the fire may rapidly be determined. 
A common form of audible alarm indicates the outbreak of a fire, while 
zone location is provided by indicator lamps. The prototype, the three-
channel system illustrated in Fig. 3.1, is powered from a 24V supply, which 
could be derived from mains or batteries. 

INTERFERENCE 
The flame detector is based on the principle that a flickering flame acts as 
an intermittent source of high-energy infrared radiation to which a lead 
sulphide cell is extremely responsive. However, the infrared detector can-
not discriminate between sources of infrared radiation, so that, when used 
as a flame detector in a fire alarm, it is necessary to devise methods of 
discriminating between true and spurious signals. For design purposes, 
spurious signals are classified as either continuous, such as those generated 
by the IOOHz radiation from amains-powered tungsten filament lamp, or 
isolated transients, such as those generated by a sudden change in the 
background radiation level. The methods used to discriminate between the 
two main classes of interference are as follows. 
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Continuous interference 
The n►ajor source of continuous interference signals is the radiation from 
mains-powered lighting systems, and it is particularly significant with 
tungsten filament lamps. As emitted radiation is not polar, lighting systems 
powered by SOHz mains supply emit radiation fluctuating at 100Hz. Since 
this frequency is considerably higher than the typical flame flicker frequency 
(10 to 20Hz), the necessary discrimination is provided by making the 
system frequency-selective. 

Transient interference 
Major changes in the background level occurring, for instance, when 
lighting is switched on, will generate single transient signals much greater 
in amplitude than those from a small flickering flame. Unless the detector 
is carefully sited or the sensitivity of the system considerably reduced (or 
both), the 10 to 20Hz component of such a transient signal will provide a 
spurious alarm. Such limitations are not desirable in a general purpose 
system; therefore transient discrimination is provided by means of an 
integrating circuit. The output signals from the amplifier preceding this 
stage are limited to such an amplitude that any single pulse will not trigger 
the alarm, whereas a short train of pulses such as that produced by a 
flickering flame will quickly build up to the trigger level. 

DESIGN OF DETECTOR HEAD 
One must allow for the fact that the alarm system may be required to 
operate over a wide range of ambient temperature. Although it is primarily 
an indicating rather than measuring system, a reasonably consistent cell 
responsivity is required. This is best satisfied by operating the cell with 
constant voltage bias. In this condition the signal current responsivity is 
substantially independent of changes in cell resistance with operating 
temperature. 

A form of constant voltage bias incorporating an active element is used 
(Fig. 3.2). This form of bias allows for a comparatively large value of 
collector load (RL) so that a large output voltage (is.Rr,) is possible. With 
equal base bias resistors as shown (Ri = Rz = 120kS2) a collector load 
nominally equal to the cell resistance could be used to provide an output 
voltage comparable to the "equivalent signal voltage" (is.R~eii). 

However, in most circumstances allowance must be made for a rise in 
temperature above the nominal ambient. This rise would result in a decrease 
in cell resistance and hence an increase in cell current. The effect would be 
to drive the transistor into a bottomed state where the signal would be 
grossly attenuated. A load considerably smaller than the nominal cell 
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Fig. 3.2—Constant voltage bias 
with active element, 

for RPY75 or 76 

resistance must therefore be used if the transistor is not to malfunction. 
Obviously, as RL is decreased there is a proportional fall in the available 
output voltage (is.RL). Consequently for optimum signal conditions, the 
load should be related to the specific cell and temperature range. Typical 
temperature coefficients of cell resistance are 1.6 to 2 % per degC. 

Tailoring the circuit to a specific cell may not always be desirable, and 
some loss of signal may be tolerated for the sake of standardisation. The 
standard load indicated (220kS~) will allow fora 25degC rise above ambient 
(20°C to 45°C) for all cells above a minimum value of 400kS2. 

The continuous 100Hz radiation from any ambient lighting could result 
in a spurious triggering signal. With the possibility of high incident 
radiation levels, early attenuation is desirable to prevent the head amplifier 
overloading. In this circuit the necessary high-frequency attenuation may 
be realised by decoupling the collector load. The capacitor value 68nF is 
a compromise. At f = lOHz the reactance is comparable to the load 
(240kS2,) whereas at f = 100Hz the reactance is considerably lower (24kS2). 
This provides for a nominal 3dB attenuation at IOHz and 20dB at 100Hz. 

At a flicker frequency of IOHz the collector impedance is about 150kS2, 
which is considerably less than even the minimum limit of cell resistance 
(200kS2). If high limit (1MS2) cells are in circuit there will be considerable 
attenuation with the output voltage approximately 15dB down (=6) on 
the equivalent signal voltage (ie.R~ell). This need not prove a major 
disadvantage since the signal may be a.c. coupled to a high-gain low-noise 
amplifier. 

A simple two-transistor amplifier incorporating negative feedback is shown 
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in Fig. 3.3. The 39kS2 load in conjunction with the VBE of TRl (= 600mV) 
sets the current level in the input transistor to about 15µA. This level 
ensures suitable low noise performance. 

With negative feedback the input resistance of TRZ is very high (MS2) so 
that the impedance is predominantly determined by the bias resistors. With 
R3 = 3.9MS2, and R4 = 820kS2, the input impedance will be significantly 
greater than the source (220kS2). These resistance values set the nominal 
potentials: VB = 4.1V, VE = 3•SV. At this level the 33kS2 emitter load 
defines a total current of 105µA so that, with 15µA flowing in TRa, a 
nominal 90µA flows in TRi. 

Allowing for capacitor leakage (100µA in TRT) the collector load (R5) of 
150kS~ ensures high gain without driving TRl into bottoming. Adequate 
100Hz attenuation in the amplifier is provided by decoupling Rs with a 
47nF capacitor. 

The frequency gain response of a breadboard circuit, as determined by 
injecting a 20mV signal in series with an upper limit (1MS2) cell, was: 

Freq.: 2.5 5.0 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 100 Hz 
Overall head gain : 19 20 19 16 12.5 9.5 7.0 5.5 0.75 
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CENTRAL ALARM UNIT 
The central alarm unit provides both visual and audible alarm signals. 
Provision is made to connect each detector to a separate channel so that 
the location of the fire may be readily determined. Each channel contains a 
bistable element which switches to the ort state on receipt of an alarm pulse. 
In this state, both an indicator lamp and an audible alarm are activated. 
A suitable type of bistable circuit, which may be driven directly from a 
detector, is shown in Fig. 3.4. It merely consists of two transistors connec-
ted asap-n-p-n device. 

+24V 
 0 

t00nF 

~~ 

0 

TR1 
BCY71 

1M11 Reset 
O 

D1 

BZY96 

— C7V5 
d 

TR2 
BC109

Audible alarm 
(Mallory Sonalert) 

Alarm indicator 
lamp (15 V.760mW) 

5.6 kSl 

(~s73.<n~

Fig. 3.4—Central alarm bistable circuit 

OV 
0 

On receiving an alarm pulse greater than the threshold voltage of the 
n-p-n transistor (that is, SOOmV), the p-n-p-n element switches to a stable 
oN state. In this state, both the channel indicating lamp (15V, 750mW) and 
the audible alarm (Mallory `Sonalert') are activated. 

With the 24V supply allowing for I •SV across the p-n-p-n switch and 
ISV across the lamp, there is 7•SV available for the `Sonalert'. This is a 
suitable operating voltage for this alarm but, since it is ahigh-impedance 
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element (2kS2), its corresponding current requirement is low (3•SmA). 
Most of the SOmA lamp current must therefore be diverted via a shunt path. 
By using a 7•SV reference diode, more than one lamp circuit can operate 
at the same time, yet the correct operating voltages for the lamps are 
maintained. The channel is reset by short-circuiting the input to the n-p-n 
transistor to the OV line, cutting off the bistable circuit. 

With the high gain transistors used, the base current required to switch 
on is negligible (61µA) so that the switch does not load the detector. 
However, at high ambient temperatures, transistor leakage may be 
sufficient to give a spurious switch-on. This effect is eliminated by shunting 
the emitter base diode of the p-n-p transistor so that it does not switch on 
below a predetermined current level. With 5.6kS2 shunt a level of 100µA 
is required for switch-on. 

In this simple form, use of the system is restricted since the circuit cannot 
discriminate between a flame and any other spurious pulse. The circuits 
described below overcome this difficulty. 

CENTRAL-ALARM DISCRIMINATING CIRCUITS 
Under normal operating conditions the system must be able to discriminate 
between flame flicker and the two major classes of interference signal. These 
are dealt with separately below. 

100Hz discrimination 
Under some operating conditions, there may be a very high level of 
continuous radiation from the lighting system. For example, if the detector 
faces a 60W tungsten lamp at a range of 2m, a 1.6V output signal will be 
generated. For the detector to operate in such an environment, further 
100Hz attenuation must be introduced into the system at an early stage. 

A simple method of producing the necessary voltage attenuation is by 
means of an RC filter. The values used (150kS2, 100nF) provide a nominal 
20dB attenuation at 100Hz and 3dB at IOHz. With three filters (Fig. 3.5) 
60dB of 100Hz attenuation is introduced. If required, this may be increased 
by further filters. Since there has been prior amplification in the detector 
head (40dB), the loss of signal caused by this filter can be tolerated. There 
is no loss in overall sensitivity because compensation may be provided for 
the fall in effective signal level by a corresponding increase in the gain of 
the next amplifier. 

Transient signal discrimination 
The second form of interference, the large transient signal, occurs, for 
instance, when there is a sudden change in the sunshine level or when the 
lighting is switched on. The interruption frequency is low and the ampli-
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tude indeterminate, so that a more elaborate approach than that of simple 
attenuation is necessary. Since this is a multichannel system, the circuitry 
has been kept to a minimum, but it still entails two stages: an output-
limited voltage amplifier and a diode integrating circuit. 

At a signal frequency of IOHz, the attenuator is equivalent to a nominal 
source impedance of 100kS2, For maximum signal transfer, the following 
voltage amplifier should have an input resistance greater than this value. 
However, as high gain is available, some loss of signal can be tolerated, and 
this allows some simplification of the circuit. 

A low operating current is used as a simple means of providing high 
input resistance. At a current of 100g.A, re is 25052, so that with a suitable 
high gain transistor (hFE> 300), an input resistance (hFEre) of 75kS2 may 
be obtained. In conjunction with the high-impedance bias chain, this gives 
an overall input resistance of 60kS2, which does not lead to an excessive loss 
of signal. 

With the bias chain setting the base potential at SV, and the 39kS2 emitter 
resistor defining a current of 100~.A, a collector load of 180kS2 can be 
tolerated before the transistor bottoms. In practice, the load may be preset 
between the limits 12 and 112kS2 by means of the variable resistor Ri 
(100kS2). With the emitter load effectively decoupled, the gain of the 
amplifier may be set between the corresponding limits 12000/250 or 48, and 
112 000/250 or 450. With the gain set so that a small flame flicker signal 
has the required detection level, large transients will be large enough to 
overload the amplifier. All large transient signals must have a standard 
amplitude before being fed to the integrating circuit, therefore some form 
of amplitude limiting is necessary. 

The method used is to connect the output from the amplifier via a 
100nF coupling capacitor to the two silicon diode chains D1, D2 and D3, 
D~. The forward voltage drop of the two series diodes defines the limit 
level to about 1V, while the reverse connection ensures that conduction 
occurs on both positive and negative half cycles. With this circuit, the 
input to the integrator is a waveform .with a maximum amplitude of 
~ 1 V with respect to 24V. 

On the arrival of a positive-going pulse, the capacitors Ci and C$ will 
rapidly charge via the silicon diode Ds to the peak level. The values of 
Cl and C2 are such that they form a capacitive attenuator of 6 to 1 so 
that, even for the maximum input pulse of 2.OV~ 1.OV, the corresponding 
potential rise across Cz (allowing for a forward voltage drop of 0•SV) 
is only 250mV. This level of input to the bistable stage is insufficient to 
switch it on. 

At the end of the pulse, Cl discharges rapidly through the now forward-
biased diode D5, while C2 discharges slowly through the reverse-biased 
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diode Ds. Within about one second both capacitors will discharge, and 
the circuit will revert to its initial state. However, if within this period 
further pulses arrive, C2 will progressively charge toward the peak value 
of the input. Once the input to TR3 reaches about 700mV the bistable 
stage will switch to its stable ox state. 

Sensitivity 
A sensitivity control has been incorporated to enable optimum sensitivity 
to be realised for the prevailing conditions of ambient lighting. To form 
a reliable fire alarm system, the sensitivity must not be set so high as to 
exceed an acceptable false alarm rate. 

With the minimum gain setting of the system, it is possible to detect 
about 8cm of flame flicker at a range of 6m within each detector head 
cone angle of 150°. In favourable environments where maximum sensitivity 
can be used, the range is doubled to 12m for an 8cm flame flicker. 

Current consumption 
In the normal quiescent condition, the total current drawn per channel 
is less than 1mA. However, with the indicator lamps used in the laboratory 
model, SOmA will be demanded from the supply when the channel 
is activated. For this reason it may be preferable to arrange mains, rather 
than battery, operation. Asingle-channel alarm system with a `Sonalert' 
as the indicator would require a maximum of only lOmA when activated, 
therefore a portable battery-operated alarm would be practicable. 

Optical filter 
Discrimination against interference signals in the visible spectrum can 
be provided by means of an optical filter. Under conditions where this 
results in an improvement in the false alarm rate, the system gain can be 
increased. However, the overall improvement in the system sensitivity 
will depend on the amount of attenuation that the filter produces on the 
required infrared signal. For low signal attenuation, a germanium (A~ _ 
1.8µm) or silicon (a~ = 1.2µm) filter should be used. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FLAME FAILURE PROTECTION 

AND FLAME PROVING 

Photocell protection of oil and gas fired boilers is required to replace 
the slower bimetal or thermocouple systems commonly used at present. 

An important factor in the choice of photocell is the spectral distribution 
of radiation emitted by the flame. This is dependent not only on the type of 
fuel used but on the efficiency of the boiler, as this controls the tempera-
ture of the flame and the constituents produced by the burning process. 
The gaseous or ionic constituents will produce, in general, a line spectrum 
of emission; while any solids present, mainly particles of carbon, will 
generate a continuous black-body type spectrum which will then be 
modified by the line absorption effects of the gaseous components (Ref. I). 

In general, gas burners using either town or natural gas (methane) will 
produce flames almost completely free from carbon, emitting strongly in 
the ultraviolet and infrared regions only. Oil burners, on the other hand, 
because oil is a heavy hydrocarbon, produce large amounts of carbon 
particles in the flame. These are subsequently burnt, if the burner is opera-
ted efficiently to avoid sooting, and the resulting flame emits strongly in 
the visible region. 

Whereas silicon and cadmium sulphide photodetectors are limited to 
systems in which the flame emits visible radiation, lead sulphide cells can 
be used for detecting the infrared present in all flames. Furthermore, 
whilst visible radiation detectors may be suitable for basic protection 
there is a strong requirement for "solar blindness";that is, discrimination 
against spurious background radiation in the visible region. Thus, systems 
detecting radiation in the infrared and ultraviolet are in demand. Since 
low-cost solid-state ultraviolet detectors do not exist, the filtered lead 
sulphide detector, with a response in the infrared from 1.5µm to 3.0µm, 
would seem to be the most suitable device for flame protection at the 
present time. Further discrimination against background radiation may be 
provided by designing the flame detection system to respond only to the 
flicker content of the flame. Such a system, using the RPY76A filtered lead 
sulphide detector, is described below. 
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FLAME PROVING UNIT FOR DOMESTIC GAS CENTRAL-
HEATING BOILERS 
This `flame proving' unit (Fig. 4.1) is designed to provide a `hold' current 
to the main gas jet relay only if a flame is present. The presence of a flame 
is detected by utilising the intermittent radiation produced by flame 
flicker. This energy irradiates a chemical lead sulphide cell so as to generate 
a low-frequency signal which, after suitable amplification, is made to 
switch and hold on a transistor. The output current may be subsequently 
amplified to the specific hold current necessary for a particular relay. 

The system is a modified version of the `flame detection' fire alarm 
system described in chapter 3. 

Flame flicker provides a source of intermittent radiation that will 
generate an alternating signal in the chemical lead sulphide cell. The signal 
is initially amplified and then amplitude limited. The resultant pulses are 
then used to provide a charge to a capacitor which is sufficient to switch 
and hold on a transistor. With no flicker, and hence no pulses, the capacitor 
charge decays and the transistor switches off. 

For this particular application the cell could be required to operate over 
a wide range of ambient temperature (20°C to 50°C). For a reasonably 
consistent value of responsivity during operation the cell should have 
constant voltage bias and subsequent signal current amplification. 

With these high-impedance cells, constant voltage bias may be simulated 
by using a load resistor of a few kilohms. However, under optically 
saturated conditions (R~eu = 30kS2) the cell dissipation with a 24V supply 
could exceed the maximum permissible rating. The 39kS2 load used 

a) provides a nominally constant voltage bias; 
b) limits the maximum possible device dissipation to about 2mW; 
c) does not place stringent requirements on the following current 

amplifier. 
The signal current is capacitively coupled to the following current 

amplifier. For efficient signal transfer the overall input impedance should 
be low. With a 39kS2, load a comparatively low value capacitor (L~.F) may 
be tolerated. At any flame flicker >SHz the reactance is <39kS2. Low-
frequency flame flicker (<SHz) is attenuated, but so are the low-frequency 
spurious transients. 

The system must become immediately operative on switch-on. The 
time-constant (1 ~.F x 39kS2) of 39ms should satisfy this requirement. 

Two identical stages are used to provide an overall current gain of x 
100; although in practice it may be found that the second stage and the 
four OA200 diodes are not needed. 

Negative feedback is used to provide the required low input impedance 
and gain stability. The circuit does not employ decoupling capacitors, so 
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it becomes immediately operative. The feedback to emitter resistor ratio 
(39kS2/3.9kS2) determines the nominal gain per stage (x 10). The nominal 
operating levels, as defined by the collector load (220kS2) and emitter load 
(3.9kS2), are 100µA and 150µA respectively. 

The same technique is used for limiting and integrating as in the fire 
alarm system. The two diode chains limit the output from the amplifier to 
provide a series of pulses which have a maximum amplitude of ~-1 V 
with respect to earth. After d.c. restoration these pulses progressively 
charge the 1µF capacitor until the `hold' transistor switches on. They then 
provide sufficient base charge to keep this transistor on. 

The output transistor provides the basic `hold-on' level. In the prototype 
a match at a range of a few inches produces a collector current of about 
1 mA. The hold transistor may be compounded with a p-n-p device (or 
devices) to provide the necessary hold level for any particular relay. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PASSIVE INTRUDER ALARM 

A fundamental difference between pyroelectric detectors (triglycine 
sulphate) and photoconductors (indium antimonide, lead sulphide) is that 
the former rely upcn a change of temperature of the element, rather than 
upon the excitation of electrons by the incident radiation. Thus the spectral 
response of the triglycine sulphate detector depends only upon the absorp-
tion properties of the element and its associated electrical contacts; the 
response is substantially flat from 2µm up to the millimetre region. By the 
use of suitable window materials only radiation in a given wavelength range 
may be allowed to reach the detector. 

The passive intruder alarm (Fig. 5.1) was built to demonstrate the sensi-
tivity ofthe TGS detector to radiation from objects slightly above and below 
room temperature. The peak of the black-body emission curve for 300K 
lies at about 10µm: indium antimonide, with a wavelength cut-off at 7µm, 
will `see' only 4 % of the available energy, and lead sulphide at 3µm a 
negligible amount. Thus, of the uncooled detectors, the thermal detector is 
the most attractive for this application. 

The detector used in the alarm is a standard 802CPY type, with an 
element size 3mmx lmm; it incorporates aloes-noise preamplifier with a 
low output impedance, so that electrical noise from external sources can 
be neglected. 

OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
As stated above, the peak of the black-body curve for room temperature 
sources is approximately 10µm. Thus any optical elements such as lenses 
and windows should allow this wavelength through. A convenient lens 
material which transmits up to 14µm is arsenic trisulphide. The lens used in 
the alarm has a diameter of 25mm and a focal length of 1 Ocm, and it is 
supported at the end of a plastic pipe. The detector is housed in the pipe 
with the element at the focus of the lens. With this arrangement the detector 
surveys a field of view of 30 x 10 milliradians. Thus at 60 metres (200ft) 
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the field of view is 1.8 x 0.6m (6 
x 

2ft). If the element is mounted with its 
long axis vertical, then the field of view is almost filled by an intruder at 
60 metres. 

The indium antimonide window fitted in front of the detector transmits 
radiation with wavelengths in excess of 8µm. Thus the combination of lens 
and window material used forms a bandpass filter of 8 to 14µm trans-
mission which greatly reduces the effect of spectrally reflected sunlight 
from the background. The signal from an intruder is reduced by a factor 
of three by the filter. 

The interior of the plastic pipe between the lens and detector has been 
blackened to eliminate reflections. Otherwise the edge of the field of view 
is blurred, leading to an apparent slowing down of the intruder. 

THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The plastic pipe fulfils a second function—that of shielding the detector 
from changes in the temperature of the ambient. The part of the detector 
that is most sensitive to ambient changes is the field effect transistor, which 
will produce an output of 30mV for a 1 deg C change. The element itself will 
probably give rise to a change an order of magnitude less than this. 

The existing thermal screening includes a plastic end cap which com-
pletes the surrounding of the detector. The detector is held in the tube by a 
nylon screw. The thermal arrangement appears to be adequate for normal 
ambient variations. 

The first amplifier in the control box utilises a dual transistor to minimise 
any untoward thermal changes therein. 

ELECTRONICS 
The output impedance of the preamplifier incorporated in the detector is 
low (20052), requiring no additional circuitry to guard against pick-up in 
the lead to the control box. The first amplifier is a simple differential unit 
employing a BCY87 dual transistor. Since the current demanded by this 
amplifier is independent of signal, it can be supplied from the same voltage 
rail as the preamplifier without special decoupling. The differential gain in 
the fi rst amplifier is approximately 200 with a bandwidth of 0.1 to 1.6Hz. 

The first amplifier is capacitively coupled to a second differential pair. 
The biasing points of the two transistors may be adjusted by the 20kS2 
preset potentiometer so that the two collector voltages are equal. The tail 
current is set by adjusting the lOkS2 potentiometer, which is set so that the 
two collector voltages are not quite enough to bias the final BC109 relay 
drivers on. Any disturbance, positive or negative, will then activate one or 
other of the driver transistors, and the relay will make. Thus the lOkS2 
potentiometer can be used as a sensitivity control. The reed coil is a 
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Radiospares No. 3, with the two parts connected in parallel. 
The short-circuit produced by the reed when the system is disturbed can 

be used to operate peripheral equipment such as a warning lamp, bell, or 
transmitter. 

The control box is run from two PP9 9V batteries, having a life in excess 
of 500 hours. The five-pin socket and plug which connect the detector to 
the control box are wired so that the system is switched on when the 
detector is plugged in. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RADIATION THERMOMETER 

FOR TEMPERATURES OVER 100°C 

A radiation thermometer provides a means of measuring the surface 
temperature of an object without having to make physical contact with 
the surface. It has obvious applications where normal temperature 
detecting methods, which rely on physical contact, are either impracticable 
or uneconomical. A radiation thermometer determines temperature by 
measuring the energy emitted from the surface of the object. Its ability 
to do so is based on the fact that every object above absolute zero tempera-
ture emits radiation energy, and that the intensity of the radiation is a 
function of temperature. 

One class of radiation thermometer is that based on thermal detectors 
in which the absorbed radiation heats the detector and causes a change in 
some observable property, for example its resistance. Such detectors 
respond to all wavelengths but, as they rely on a heating effect, their 
response is slow (one millisecond to ten seconds). 

The other class of radiation thermometer is that based on quantum 
detectors in which all incident photons with the necessary minimum energy 
free a bound electron. Such detectors respond to a limited range of wave-
lengths, but their response is fast (one picosecond to one millisecond). 
The portable radiation thermometer described here is of this type. 

The elements of the radiation thermometer are shown in Fig. 6.1. They 
are the collecting optical system, the radiation detector, an amplifier, and 
the indicator. With the instrument described here, the simplest infrared 
detecting techniques have been used. The collecting optical system consists 
of either a simple light-pipe or a lens, followed by an optical chopper 
which alternately passes and blocks the infrared radiation. The chopped 
radiation results in an alternating output signal from the detector. The 
signal is amplified in the preamplifier and then fed to the main amplifier. 
The output from the main amplifier, which has an amplitude proportional 
to the source temperature, is demodulated and registered on a meter. 
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The instrument is calibrated on a perfect radiator (that is a black body) 
which has an emissivity of 1. Provision is made for practical target 
emissivities ranging from 0.1 to 1. 

RADIATION DETECTOR 
The choice of radiation detector has considerable influence on the design 
and performance of the complete instrument. For this particular portable 
equipment, the detector should have a high infrared sensitivity when 
operated at normal room temperatures. This entails the use of a detector 
designed to measure energy at short wavelengths where the higher photon 
energy E = he/a obviates the need to reduce thermal noise by means of 
cell cooling. The cell used is the 61SV, a lead sulphide photoconductive 
cell with a 3dB spectral response from 1.8 to 2.8µm and a high infrared 
sensitivity at room temperature. 

Collecting optical system 
The spectral transmission band of glass, extending typically to 2.7µm, 
embraces the spectral response of the cell. An optical glass lens may 
therefore be used as the collecting system for applications where the 
target is remote from the measuring instrument. An alternative optical 
system may be used for applications where the target is at a short range: 
this is the light-pipe, consisting of a short length of fused silica rod within 
a metal casing, with a transmission band from 0.19 to 3.5µm. 

Optical filter 
Interference by short wavelength radiation, such as sunlight, may be 
attenuated by an optical filter. Semiconductor filters which have a high 
absorption below a critical wavelength @~) are extremely suitable in this 
respect. If a germanium filter (?.~ = 1.8µm) or silicon filter (1.~ = 1.2µm) 
is used in conjunction with this cell, a narrow spectral response is obtained, 
free from solar and other visible background interference. 

Lower limit of target temperature 
The peak spectral emission from a perfect radiator, or black body, is a 
function of its absolute temperature. From the Wien displacement 
formula (amT = 2893) it may be seen that the lower the temperature, 
the longer the wavelength. The general rule is therefore that the spectral 
emission shifts to longer wavelengths as the temperature of the body to be 
detected decreases. This imposes a fundamental limitation on the minimum 
temperature that can be detected with the short-wavelength detector used. 
In practice, with simple techniques, a lower limit of 100°C may be realised. 
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Radiation from ambient bodies 
The power per unit area radiated into a hemisphere by a perfect radiator 
or black body is given by 

Wbb 
6-['4 

where 6 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6697 x 10-12Wcm- zdegK-4). 
The fall in power and the shift in peak spectral emission to longer 

wavelengths both have the effect of drastically reducing the sensitivity of 
the lead sulphide cell for objects at room temperature. For this particular 
application (where the minimum target temperature is 100°C) the radiation 
from the chopper disc itself may be regarded, for all practical purposes, 
as an effective zero reference, since the disc blocks the incoming radiation. 

Change in cell sensitivity with ambient temperature 
One limitation of the photon detector employed (61St/) is that the sensiti-
vity is a function of the ambient temperature. For a portable radiation 
thermometer it is impracticable either to cool or to heat the cell to provide 
a constant operating temperature. Therefore a constant cell sensitivity 
cannot be realised. However, with the 61St/ the change in signal sensitivity 
is consistent and may be expressed, over the range 10 to -}-50°C, as: 

ST/Szo = 1.4—(T/50) 

where ST and Szo are the sensitivities at T°C and 20°C. Thus the sensitivity 
changes 2 % of its value at 20°C for every degC change in temperature. 
Therefore a constant sensitivity may be simulated if a suitable compen-
satingcircuit is used to increase the gain of the amplifier by a corresponding 
amount; that is, by 2 %for every degC rise in temperature. 

The gain compensation is made by means of a negative temperature 
coefficient thermistor, which of necessity must track with the cell. Since 
the cell and thermistor do not have the same th~rmal time-constant, both 
elements are encased in a metal block. This provides a large, common 
thermal mass, so that the temperature tracking is greatly improved. 

Cell bias 
The 61St/ exhibits ohmic behaviour in that the signal for a given irradia-
tion is linearly proportional to the applied voltage. A separate h.t. supply 
has been used to attain sufpicient sensitivity to keep the signal clear of 
interference and noise at low irradiation levels. Since the 61St/ is a high-
impedance element (1 to 4MS2) the current drain on this supply is low. 

For a specified supply voltage the optimum signal voltage is generated 
across the cell when the load resistor has a value equal to that of the cell 
(1MS2 is a convenient load). This provides a high source impedance 
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(about SOOkS2). A compromise can be made between signal level and 
reduced source impedance by using a lower load resistance (470k S~) with 
the cell. 

OPTICAL SYSTEM 
The optical system preceding the radiation detector can have one of two 
forms: alight-pipe system for close-range measurements or a lens system 
for longer-range observations. 

Light-pipe system 
The equipment was initially designed for monitoring targets at a close 
range by means of a light-pipe. This takes the form of a short length 
(typically 20cm) of gold-flashed fused silica rod. Fused silica is a suitable 
transmitting medium since its spectral transmission band (0.19 to 3.5µm) 
embraces the 3dB spectral response of the cell. The gold-flashing provides 
a highly polished surface which minimises the losses at each internal 
reflection. However, reflective attenuation effectively suppresses all 
incident rays deviating from the axis by more than 10 to 20°. This is shown 
in the polar diagram in Fig. 6.2. 

The maximum sensitivity is attained when the cross-sectional area of 
the rod is similar to the effective area of the cell. For this particular 
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application, a Smm diameter rod has been used with a 6mm square cell. 
For high-temperature applications, where some degree of optical attenua-
tion is actually desirable, a smaller diameter rod, or a tapered probe, 
may be used. 

This simple light-pipe is fragile and, for use with ageneral-purpose 
instrument such as this portable thermometer, protection is desirable. A 
stainless steel sheath, which does not deteriorate with use in high-tempera-
ture environments, has been found to be suitable. For other applications, 
where protection is deemed unnecessary, for example in an enclosed 
control system, the rod may be bent or tapered to any desired form to 
suit the particular requirement. 

High-temperature measurements have also been made with a stainless 
steel tube as a light pipe. The open-ended tube proved unsatisfactory in 
that the internal surface deteriorated with life. This limitation could be 
overcome by inserting fused silica plugs at each end. 

For general-purpose equipment, the siting of the probe for any particular 
measurement is extremely important. As may be seen from the polar 
diagram, the light pipe collects radiation only within a cone angle of 
about 100°. Therefore the radiometer can measure the average temperature 
of a target only from the radiation collected within this cone. Consequently 
the probe may be moved a distance D/4 from a target of diameter D 
without any change in signal level. Beyond this distance, the angle sub-
tended at the probe decreases and the signal will be reduced as indicated 
in Fig. 6.2. With a target diameter of D, the rule of thumb is that the 
distance between probe and target is D/3 to D/4. Under these conditions, 
the angle subtended by the target is about 120°, which ensures that there 
is a negligible loss of signal. In practice, the distance may be determined 
by moving the probe tip away from the target and noting if there is any 
significant reduction in the temperature reading. 

Lens system 
Although the initial design was for alight-pipe optical system, an alterna-
tive long-range collecting system, consisting of a double convex lens, also 
proved satisfactory. With a lens 38mm in diameter and a 60mm focal 
length, the collecting area is increased so that the overall sensitivity should 
be improved by a factor of 25. This is achieved in practice, and a black-
body target at 100°C gives an indication two scales higher after the lens 
has been fitted. With this optical system, range 1 (the highest gain amplifier 
setting) is completely inoperative since normal room radiation produces a 
standing signal level of 10 % of the full range 2 deflection. Under these 
conditions, the lowest temperature that could be detected is 170~C corres-
ponding to 20 %full range 2 deflection. 
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Fig. 6.3—Remote focusing head 

Screen 

Motor 

With a 6 x 6mm cell and a lens with a focal length of 60mm, although 
the instrument has increased sensitivity, the target-diameter-to-distance 
ratio is only 1 :10. For applications where a lower sensitivity can be toler-
ated, the effective area of the cell can be reduced to improve the target-
diameter-to-distance ratio. With a 1 •Smm aperture in front of the cell, the 
ratio is reduced to 1:40 while the basic sensitivity (100°C minimum) is 
retained. 

A variable focus sighting system is employed to ensure that the target 
completely fills the effective cell aperture. The transmission properties of 
the bloomed silicon filter (set at an angle of 45°) are utilised by employing 
it both as a filter to the cell and as a mirror to the visible radiation (Fig. 6.3). 
To facilitate sighting, a magnified image of the target, which is focused 
onto the viewing screen, is provided by a further lens. 

OPTICAL CHOPPER 
To generate an alternating signal across the cell, the radiation from a 
target is interrupted by a chopper disc. Since the disc itself will radiate 
energy corresponding to the disc temperature, the amplitude of the signal 
is dependent on the energy difference between the two radiation levels. In 
this application, the sensitivity is such that the cell is not responsive to 
radiation from low-temperature bodies, so the radiation from the disc can 
be ignored. The amplitude of the signal can therefore be considered as a 
function of the target temperature alone. The chopper disc is made of 
metal and has suitably placed holes around its circumference. The hole 
diameter is not critical, but should be similar to the cell width. A signal 
waveform approximating to a sinewave is produced by spacing the holes 
with a separation distance equal to the hole diameter. if the effective area 
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of the cell in the design using the lens system is reduced to improve the 
target-diameter-to-distance ratio, then there must be a corresponding 
reduction in the hole diameter to maintain this sinusoidal output. 

Fora 16-hole disc, a motor speed of 3000 rev,'min is required to produce 
a chopping frequency of 800Hz. The current drain of the motor is the main 
load on the battery supply, hence increased battery life can be obtained 
by underrunning the motor. There is the further advantage that brush 
noise is reduced. With the prototype model, the motor does not have a 
completely separate supply, and brush noise could be of prime importance. 
In practice, the chopping frequency is maintained at 350Hz. At this 
frequency, there is no loss in cell sensitivity, and low-frequency noise does 
not present a major problem. 

With an ungoverned motor, the motor speed is controlled by using a 
constant-voltage supply. This takes the form of a simple series voltage 
regulator in which the e.m.f. applied to the motor is set by a potentiometer 
to give the required speed and thus chopping frequency. 

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM 
At a constant cell bias, the signal level increases by about 1000:1 over the 
desired temperature range (100 to 500°C). A linear amplifier is used to 
cover this 400degC span in five ranges, giving a nominal 14dB attenuation 
per range. The amplifier may be subdivided as follows: 

1) Head amplifier, which is mounted close to the cell and has two main 
functions, that of gain compensation to correct the variation of cell 
sensitivity with temperature, and impedance transformation. 

2) Main amplifier, which is a comparatively low-gain stage. The gain may 
be preset between the limits x 20 and x 40. 

3) Variable gain amplifier which has a variable gain (x 1 to x 10), and 
provides a continuously variable overall gain setting to allow for 
target emissivities from 0.1 to 1. 

4) Output amplifier which has negative current feedback and, in con-
junction with a bridge detector, provides linear a.c. to d.c. conversion 
for the moving-coil meter readout. 

Apart from the 120V h.t. cell bias supply, all circuits are powered by a 
common 12V l.t. line. Since this is abattery-operated instrument, the 
current drain is kept as low as possible. Although a stabilised 12V supply is 
used, the circuit employs extensive negative feedback so that variations in 
the line voltage may be tolerated. The chopping frequency is low, therefore 
filters would tend to be rather cumbersome. It has been possible to obtain 
a suitable bandwidth by means of high- and low-frequency attenuation 
at various stages in the amplifier. 
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Head amplifier 
The head amplifier (Fig. 6.4) performs, as already stated, two main 
functions 
1) it provides the necessary high-impedance to low-impedance trans-

formation; 
2) in conjunction with a negative temperature coefficient thermistor, it 

provides variable gain to compensate for the decrease in cell sensitivity 
with increasing ambient temperature. 

The unit is built into a small module and mounted close to the cell. 

Fig. 6.4—Head amplifier 

The circuit consists of three stages: an emitter follower TRi, a variable-
gain amplifier TR2, and a further emitter follower TR3. 

The fi rst stage, aboot-strapped emitter follower, provides a simple 
method of producing the high input impedance necessary for a source of 
300kS2. A high-gain, low-noise transistor (BCY7l) is used in all stages. 
For an n-p-n circuit the transistor could be the BC109. 

Low-noise conditions in the input transistor are achieved by using a 
low operating current (100µA) with a low collector-to-emitter voltage 
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(VcE — SV). Unfortunately, it is impossible to satisfy the other optimum 
low-noise condition by providing a source impedance of several kS2. For 
this particular application, the performance is adequate, but for lower-
noise performance, afield-effect transistor would provide a better solution. 
The transistor is biased at approximately 7V, and the 100µA current level 
is defined by an emitter resistor of 68k52. With a typical current gain of 
100, the corresponding input resistance of the transistor is about 7MS2. 

The overall input resistance is kept high by boot-strapping the bias 
chain. This produces an effective increase in the value of the 100kS2 bias 
resistor of 1/(1—A). The emitter resistance RE (68kS2) is so much greater 
than re (25052) that the voltage gain A, given by RE/(RE+re), approxi-
mates to unity. The output impedance (Z = Rsonrce/hFE) is low, approxi-
mately 3k52, and is therefore suitable for low-noise matching to the follow-
ing stage. 

This second stage is a variable-gain voltage amplifier incorporating 
negative feedback. The second stage also contributes significantly to the 
overall noise level and is therefore biased to low-noise conditions. With 
direct coupling, the base potential lies between 6 and 7V. A decoupled 
emitter resistor of 33kS2 sets a 200µA bias level. The decoupling capacitor 
of 16µF provides an impedance level of less than SOS2 at 350Hz, and the 
200µA bias level a low value of re (12552). Both these values are consider-
ably lower than the undecoupled emitter resistors which therefore pre-
dominantly determine the voltage gain. 

A negative temperature coefficient thermistor forms part of the emitter 
load, so that as the ambient temperature increases the emitter load 
decreases. The gain of the amplifier, which depends on the ratio of collector 
load to emitter load, therefore increases, compensating for the decrease 
in cell sensitivity. The thermistor resistance must be of the order of 
several kS2 to have an adequate temperature coefficient. By using a 2kS2 
thermistor and a comparable value of series resistor, the necessary tempera-
ture coefficient is obtained. 

The input resistance with the undecoupled emitter load is greater than 
100kS2 and produces a negligible loading effect on the previous stage. 
With a base potential of 6 to 7V and a collector current of 200µA, the 
maximum value of collector load that can be tolerated is 27kS2. Under 
these conditions, the transistor is close to bottoming and ~ the signal 
handling capacity is reduced. Since high gain is not a prime consideration, 
a lower resistance (15k52) can be tolerated, giving a corresponding improve-
ment in signal-handling and a lower output impedance. 

With the motor noise encountered in the prototype, a considerable 
amount of h.f. attenuation is required. This is provided at an early stage 
(before the amplifier becomes overloaded) by decoupling the collector 
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load. In this particular case, a 22nF capacitor has been used, but at the 
cost of reduced gain. 

It is possible to couple from this stage directly to the main amplifier. 
However, with the remote head a low output impedance was deemed 
desirable to minimise electrical pick-up, consequently a further stage, an 
emitter follower, has been added. 

Main amplifier 
As with the head amplifier, the requirement for the main amplifier (Fig. 6.5) 
is to keep the design simple and compact. For this reason a circuit has 
been used which favours d.c. coupling between stages. 

The first two stages of the main amplifier consist of a compound 
p-n-p/n-p-n amplifier (TR4, TR5) which has a high input impedance and a 
low output impedance. The input transistor (TR4) is operated at a current 
level of 400µA at which the value of re (6052) is low compared with the 
emitter resistance. The variable control Rl enables the emitter resistance 
to be set between the limits 27052 and 77052. With a BCY71, the typical 
base current requirement at this level is 4µA. The bias chain current is 
significantly greater than this, that is, 60µA. Boot-strapping has been 
employed to keep the effective value of the bias resistor high. 

The typical operating voltages of TR4 are as follows: 
at mid-point of base potential divider (VBB) 5.8V 
at base (VB) 5.4V 
at emitter (VE) 4.8V 
at collector (Vc) 9.7V 

The decoupled 12kS2 emitter resistor, being far greater than re, deter-
mines the current level of 400µA. The 32µF decoupling capacitor ensures 
that the impedance at 350Hz (2050 is far less than the emitter resistance. 

The 5.6kS2 collector load of TR4 sets the d.c. operating levels of TR5. 
With a collector current of 400µA, the voltage drop across this load is 
2.3V. If allowance is made for abase-emitter voltage VBE of 0.6V, the 
potential dFop across the emitter load of TR5 is 1.7V. The 4.7k52 load in 
turn defines the emitter current of TR5 at about 300µA. The output 
voltage level is predominantly determined by this current and the collector 
load of 22k52, and is typically 7V. The additional voltage drop is that 
developed across the emitter resistance of TR4. 

At an operating level of 300µA, the value of re for TR5 is about 7052, 
which, in conjunction with the high current gain (hFE ^~ 300), provides 
an input resistance of 22kS2. The 5.6 kSZ collector load of TR4 therefore 
provides aloes-impedance shunt path for the signal. 

For simplicity, it may be assumed that all signal current flows into the 
base of TR5 and that the effective current gain of the amplifier has been 
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proportionally reduced to 75. On this assumption the voltage gain may 
be derived as follows: 

Ib(5) = Ie(4) = Ie(4) 

where these are respectively the base current of TR5 and the collector and 
emitter currents of TR4. Therefore the input voltage Vin is given by the 
equation 

Vin = RE(Ib(5)-1'Ic(5)) 

where RE is the emitter resistance and I~(5) is the collector current of TR5. 
Thus the output voltage Vont is given by 

Vout = REIb(5)+Ic(5)(RE'+'Rc(5)/ 

where R~(5) is the collector resistance of TRs. The value of Ib(5) is very 
much less than that of I~(5) and can be neglected, so that the voltage gain 
A is given by 

Vout Rc(5) ~ RE 
A = _ 

Vin RE 

With the values shown in Fig. 6.5, measured gain has the limits 30 and 
90 depending on the value of the variable resistor Rl. 

With ahigh-gain transistor and an undecoupled emitter resistor, the 
input resistance of TR4 tends to be high. The input resistance is increased 
to the 100kS2 order by the fact that the current multiplication caused by 
TRs increases the effective value of RE (as presented to the emitter of 
TR4) by the effective gain of TR5. Although the actual collector load of 
TR5 is high (22kS2), the current multiplication in the circuit has the effect 
of reducing this value, by a factor equal to the effective gain of TR5, 
to produce an output impedance of 30052. 

The standing voltage of 7V at the output allows for direct coupling to 
the following stage. Initially, under the maximum-gain conditions of the 
complete instrument, this stage tended to be unstable. The instability was 
cured by connecting a 22nF capacitor between the collector and base of 
TR5. This had the effect of reducing the gain limits to 20 and 40, which 
were tolerable but also introduced undesirable frequency selectivity. A 
more uniform frequency response has been obtained by introducing 
low-frequency attenuation at the input. This is accomplished by reducing 
the coupling capacitor to 22nF. 

Variable gain stage 
The output from the main amplifier is directly coupled to the following 
stage, which is a variable gain amplifier. The transistor (TRs) is biased 
to a nominal 100~.A level by the decoupled 68kS2 emitter resistor. At this 
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current, the value of re is 25052 which, in conjunction with the 33052 
resistor, sets the minimum limit of emitter resistance at 58052 (assuming 
that the control R2 is set to zero). With a current gain of 100, the corres-
pondinginput resistance is of the order of SOk52, so that there is a negligible 
loading effect on the previous stage. 

The variable Sk52 emitter resistor (R2) enables any required value of 
emitter resistance to be set between the limits 58052 and 5.6kS2. With a 
5.6k52 collector load, the gain of the amplifier (collector resistance/ 
emitter resistance) may be correspondingly set between the limits 10 and 1. 
The decoupled collector load of 27kS2 in conjunction with the 5.6kS2 pro-
vides arequired voltage drop of 3.3V so that this stage in turn may be 
directly coupled to the output amplifier. 

Output amplifier 
The output amplifier (Fig. 6.5) provides amoving-coil meter readout. 
The signal is rectified by a bridge, and the integrating action of the meter 
produces a d.c. level corresponding to the average value of the waveform. 
The recti('ying diodes have anon-linear characteristic, therefore negative 
current feedback is used in the output stages to provide the required 
linearity'. 

The circuit used is a compound p-n-p/n-p-n amplifier (TR7, TRa) which 
is directly coupled to the previous stage. The potential drop across the 
collector load of TRs is 3.3V, which, with an allowance for a value of 
VBE of 0.6V, sets the emitter load voltage of TR7 as 2.7V. The total 
emitter resistance of TR7 is about 4.7k52, so that the transistor is biased 
to a level of 0•SmA. If the 82052 resistor were undecoupled, the input 
resistance of this stage would be high. With the lOkS2 load, the voltage gain 
(as given by collector resistance/emitter resistance) is about 10. 

The d.c. voltage across the 1Ok52 load is SV, which sets the bias condition 
for TRs. At the current level of approximately 1mA, the value of re
of this device is low (2552), consequently the input resistance is low (2•Sk52). 
This has the effect of reducing the gain of the previous stage to a nominal 
value of 2. However, with a collector load of 3.3kS2 this low value of re
provides a high gain in TRs, so that the overall gain, with no feedback, is 
about 250. 

At various points in the overall system it has been necessary to introduce 
h.f. attenuation. By decoupling the 82052 feedback resistor, h.f. boost can 
be introduced, thus improving the frequency response. This allows for a 
~ 10 %variation in chopping frequency. 

Temperature ranges 
The prototype instrument covers a temperature range of 100 to 500°C. 
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Over this range, the cell responsivity is such that the signal amplitude 
increases by a factor of 1000:1. This temperature span has been covered 
in five ranges, using linear amplification. The attenuation between each 
range is about 5:1. The first 20 % of the scale reading is extremely non-
linear, but for the remaining region (20 % to 100 %) the response is more 
open. Each range covers a typical temperature span of 80degC. 

With this five-range instrument, a single linear meter scale is used in 
conjunction with a calibration chart. For asingle-range or dual-range 
instrument, the meter could be scaled directly in temperature. 

Attenuation of the signal can be accomplished by the following methods 
1) Optical method. The incident radiation of the cell may be attenuated 

by reducing the diameter of the light pipe. For targets at temperatures 
considerably above 500°C, this method is essential to prevent the cell 
from overloading. 

2) Cell sensitivity method. Since the sensitivity is directly proportional 
to the cell supply voltage, attenuation may be introduced by reducing 
the cell supply. 

3) Resistive method. The amplitude of the signal may be reduced by a 
simple resistive network. 

In this instrument, two forms of attenuation have been used: the cell 
supply method (switch SAz) up to the head amplifier, and the resistive 
method (switch SA1) up to the main amplifier. 

On the most sensitive range, the general order of r.m.s. output signal 
levels is: 

Cell output = 0.3mV 
Head amplifier output = 1mV 
Main amplifier output 20mV 

This gives 10 % deflection on a 200µA meter, with an 82052 feedback 
resistor providing about 20mV feedback. Attenuation is necessary before 
the head amplifier to prevent overloading. Attenuation before the main 
amplifier ensures that the input signal range is restricted. 

Supplies 
A commercial d.c. to d.c. converter (as used in the Philips portable 
transistorised d.c. millivoltmeter, type PM2430) is used to provide the 
stabilised 12V line for the electronic circuits. The converter can be operated 
either from four ordinary U2 (1 •SV) cells or from four rechargeable 
nickel-cadmium (1.3V) accumulators. Provision has been made to charge 
the latter type in situ. The supply circuit is shown in Fig. 6.6. 

The battery supply also provides the source for the motor supply 
regulator. The reference potential for this voltage regulator is derived 
from the stabilised 12V line. 
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Fig. 6.6—Supply circuits 

The cell supply is provided by four B123 (30V) batteries (Fig. 6.6), 
which can discharge to 90V without affecting the secondary reference of 
about 75V. This voltage is provided by a voltage regulator diode type 
BZY95—C75. An RC filter is used to minimise the noise generated in the 
reference diode. This is followed by a simple resistive chain which sets 
the required cell supply levels necessary for signal attenuation. 

The state of both l.t. and h.t. supplies is indicated on the meter (2nd and 
3rd contacts of switch SB). The minimum level is 88(aA corresponding to 
88V (h.t.) and 4.4V (l.t.). 

USE OF INSTRUMENT 
With the type of thermometer described, the temperature is derived 
from a measurement of the radiant power of the target. The instrument 
is initially calibrated against the radiant power emitted by a black-body 
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source. For such a target the radiant emission as given by the Stefan-
Boltzmann law is exactly proportional to the fourth power of absolute 
temperature. 

Since the radiant power increases much faster, proportionally, than 
absolute temperature, the calibration of this instrument over the tempera-
ture span 100 to 500°C is covered in five ranges (Fig. 6.7). There is the 
advantage in this scaling that the temperature discrimination, particularly 
in the lower ranges, is very good. 
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Fig. 6.7—Calibration graph of thermometer 

90 100 

Real bodies reflect or transmit radiation or do both, and are imperfect 
radiation emitters. The emittance of a real body (W) is always less than 
that of a black body (Wbb). Consequently the emissivity (e) of a real body 
(e = W/Wbb) is always less than 1. 

The instrument should only be used with an emissivity setting of 1 
when the target is simulating ablack-body source. One standard method 
of doing this is to drill a hole in the target to produce ablack-body cavity. 
This provides increased emittance because of the multiple reflections 
within the cavity; but to be effective, the hole depth should be typically 
six times the diameter. An alternative method is to apply a surface coating 
of ahigh-emissivity material such as colloidal graphite. The emittance of 
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colloidal graphite is typically 0.92 hence, with an emissivity setting of 1, 
there will be a 10 %error in the scale reading. For some applications such 
an error in emissivity may be tolerated since this represents a much 
smaller temperature error (for example, SdegC at 275°C). However, to 
allow for greater accuracy if required, and also for targets of a much 
lower emissivity, a variable gain control has been incorporated to allow 
for target emissivities from 0.1 to 1. 

For general-purpose temperature indication, where a high degree of 
accuracy is not required, the following emissivity values provide a guide. 
However, for accurate measurements or when the emissivity is not known, 
the particular emissivity must be measured. The usual method requires 
a direct measurement of true temperature with a simultaneous measure-
ment with the radiation thermometer. The true temperature can be 
measured with a thermocouple or, where possible, by the radiation 
thermometer sighting into ablack-body cavity. 

Material Emissivity 
Aluminium 

smooth polished 0.1 
smooth oxidised 0.2 

Cardboard 
light coloured 0.4 to 0.8 

dark coloured >0.9 

Ceramics 0.7 to I.0 
Copper 

smooth polished 0.04 
smooth oxidised 0.7 

Firebrick 0.7 to 1.0 
Glass (commercial soda-lime, 150mm thick) 0.9 
Graphite 0.65 
Nickel 

smooth polished 0.15 
smooth oxidised 0.9 

Tungsten 
smooth polished 0.1 
smooth oxidised 0.6 

Wood > 0.8 
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EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION 

General 

Detector 

Peak spectral response 

Ambient temperature range 

Accuracy 

Constant ambient temp 

Over ambient temp. range, 

10 to 40°C 

Object temperature range 

Emissivity range 

Target distance 

Light-pipe version 

Lens version 

Battery Supplies 

LT 

HT 

Operating Life 

LT 

HT 
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61SV, uncooled lead 

sulphide cell 

2.2µm 

10 to 40°C 

Better than 2 

4% 0 

100 to 500°C in five 

ranges (upper limit 

may be increased) 

0•ltol 

D/3 where D =target 

diameter 

Up to about 6m 

4 nickel-cadmium 

rechargeable cells 

(D.E.A.C., type 

BD2.5) or 4 x 1 •SV 

dry cells 

4 dry batteries (Ever 

Ready, type B 123) 30V 

40 hours continuous 

(per charging) 

200 hours continuous 

(per set of batteries) 



CHAPTER 7 

ROOM TEMPERATURE RADIATION 

THERMOMETER 

The equipment described uses the ability of the uncooled indium anti-
monidephotoconductive element, type ORP10, to measure the temperature 
of objects near room temperature by means of the energy radiated from 
them. The radiation is interrupted at about 600Hz by a mechanical 
chopper driven by a clockwork motor. The resulting alternating signal 
from the cell is amplified by a wideband amplifier of flat response so that 
variations in chopping frequency do not affect the amplitude. The amplified 
signal is then mixed with a signal corresponding to room temperature. 
Finally aphase-sensitive rectifier, deriving its reference signal from the 
interruption of a secondary beam of radiation (between a BPX25 detector 
and CQYI lA emitter) by the chopper blade, rectifies the signal to produce 
a direct current through the meter. 

OPTICAL SYSTEM 
For demonstration purposes it was decided that the instrument be built 
in the form of a clinical thermometer, covering the range 30 to 40°C, 
intended for the measurement of the temperature of the external auditory 
canal (which has been shown by Bowling Barnes (Ref. 2) to approach 
closely that measured orally). To define the area of measurement, a steel 
light-guide of diameter lOmm and length 80mm is used. 

The radiation from the target is chopped by a disc having radial slots 
before falling on the cell. Thus the cell `sees' alternately the target and the 
chopping disc. If the chopping disc is at room temperature, the amplitude 
of the radiation signal received by the cell is given by the following 
expression, which takes no account of reflections: 

6(Tz4 -T1 4)AlA2/7id2
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where 
6 = Stefan-Boltzmann constant ~ 5.7 x 10-12Wcm- ZdegK_4

T2 =target temperature (K) 
Ti =ambient temperature (K) 
Ai =area of cell (cm2) 
A2 =cross section of pipe (cm2) 

d =length of pipe (cm) 

When internal reflections in the pipe are taken into account, this is further 
multiplied by a factor 

8r 
1 + 1—r2) 

in which r is the reflectance of the pipe. 
For a target at 35°C in an ambient of 20°C, and given a reflectance of 

0.75, the amplitude of the radiation signal falling on the ORP10 detector is 
about 200µW. From the spectral response curve given for the ORP10 
and the black-body emission curve for 35°C, it is seen that about 4 % of 
the incident signal has effect on the cell. Thus the accepted radiation is 
about 8µW which, with the cell biased at lOmA (for long battery life), 
will give rise to an electrical signal of 2µV for a typical cell. 

THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 
To obtain an absolute measurement of temperature, it is necessary both 
to measure the difference between the temperature of the chopper blade 
and the temperature of the target, and to measure the temperature of the 
chopper blade (assumed ambient). The previous section indicated the 
correlation between the difference temperature and the signal from the 
cell under fixed ambient conditions. However, as ambient temperature 
changes, both the sensitivity and resistance of the cell vary. Changes in 
sensitivity may be compensated by adjusting the gain of the amplifier; 
variations in resistance affect the gain. Preliminary investigations show 
that these effects tend to cancel approximately, and the residual variation 
was within the error of experiments. 

The measurement of ambient temperature is performed by an n.t.c. 
thermistor in an attenuating network. 

ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Since the a.c. signal from the detector (Fig. 7.1) is small, the system as a 
whole must not introduce noise. To this end, the motor driving the chopper 
blade, being necessarily close to the detector in a small instrument, is 
clockwork. This has two advantages: electrical noise from commutators 
and changing magnetic fields is obviated, and battery life is considerably 
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lengthened. A major disadvantage is the variation in chopping frequency 
as spring tension alters, so that anarrow-band amplifier (with a corres-
ponding low noise) cannot be used. However, this difficulty is overcome 
and, in fact, turned to advantage, by the use of aphase-sensitive rectifier 
in conjunction with a wideband amplifier. This produces the required 
narrow bandwidth while the fundamental frequency can vary considerably. 
The output is in a form that can readily be turned into a meter reading. 

The phase-sensitive rectifier requires a reference signal which switches 
it at the correct phase relative to the chopper blade. This is provided by 
the two devices, the CQY11A, which is a gallium arsenide emitter, and the 
BPX25 phototransistor acting as the detector. The reference signal, 
when amplified, is also used in the sensing of ambient temperature. 

Cell bias, preamplifier and amplifier 
The bias current for the cell is chosen to be IOmA to keep the size of 
batteries to a minimum while retaining a reasonable battery life. A stable 
low-impedance supply (Fig. 7.2) in the form of a decoupled 9V voltage 
regulator diode is used to provide the current, which incidentally is 
passed through the CQY11A emitter and further decoupled. 

The preamplifier is athree-transistor amplifier combining avirtual-
earth amplifier with a feedback pair. This has a very low input impedance, 
and the gain depends inversely on the cell resistance. Since both the 
sensitivity and resistance of the cell decrease with increased temperature, 
some degree of compensation is afforded. 

The preamplifier is coupled to a further feedback pair amplifier having 
a gain of 80, and an output impedance of 15052. 

Reference signal amplifier 
The chopped radiation falling on the BPX25 detector (Fig. 7.3) produces 
a signal of IOmV across the 1Ok52 load resistor. This is amplified by a factor 
of 100 by a conventional amplifier. The preset emitter resistor allows 
adjustment of the shape of the output signal so that the waveform crosses 
the mean level symmetrically. 

Ambient sensor and adder circuit 
Both the ambient sensor and adder circuit (Fig. 7.4) use the differential 
amplifier technique. The reference signal is fed to both sides of the first 
differential amplifier via both a fixed preset attenuator chain and a tempera-
ture-dependent (n.t.c. thermistor-controlled) chain. The preset control 
R3 is adjusted to feed through the correct amount of reference signal 
variation relative to the radiation signal. The preset resistor Rz is adjusted 
to back ofl excess reference signal and radiation signal so that the meter 
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7fJf ~ 72 /7.3 l 

Fig. 7.3—Reference signal amplifier 

range starts at 30°C. A voltage gain of 5 is incorporated to match the 
output level of the ambient sensor with the radiation signal. 

The output from the ambient sensor is taken from the collector which 
is 180° out of phase with the radiation signal. By feeding this and the 
radiation signal into opposite sides of the second differential amplifier, 
the output corresponds to the sum of the two signals. The preset control 
R4 in the output collector provides adjustment of gain to set the meter 
range correctly. 

This is followed by a feedback pair amplifier (Fig. 7.5) having a gain of 
10 and low output impedance (10052) suitable for feeding the phase-sensitive 
rectifier. 

Phase-sensitive rectifier 
The reference signal switches the transistors ACY21 and OC140 on and off 
alternately, 180° out of phase since one is a p-n-p device and the other an 
n-p-n device (Fig. 7.5 and Ref. 3). When one is short-circuited, the signal 
current flows in one direction through the meter. At the end of half a 
cycle, the conditions are reversed, but so also is the sense of the signal. 
Hence signal current flows through the meter in the same direction at all 
times, except when the target temperature is lower than the 30°C threshold. 
The capacitor across the meter reduces the bandwidth of the system to 
about IOHz with the result that noise is considerably reduced. 
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Fig. 7.5—Amplifier (x 10) and phase-sensitive rectifier 
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CHAPTER 8 

INFRARED MICROSCOPE FOR 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OF 

SMALL AREAS 

The infrared microscope described was developed primarily to examine 
the temperature distribution over the surface of transistors and integrated 
circuits. The instrument incorporates an RPY51 indium antimonide 
infrared detector. 

MICROSCOPE LAYOUT AND OPTICAL SYSTEMS 
The optical, and mechanical arrangement of the system are shown in 
Fig. 8.1. The microscope optical system is very simple, consisting of a 
single objective and an eyepiece, through which the specimen is viewed in 
the ordinary way. 

An infrared image is formed by interposing asemi-transparent mirror, 
angled at 45~C, in the microscope column: this mirror reflects the infrared 
radiation and transmits light for normal viewing. Both image planes are 
arranged to be at the same distance from the objective, so that the images 
are focused together and are the same size. 

A second mirror is used to deflect the infrared image through 90° so 
that the RPY51 detector can be mounted vertically. This has been done 
to enable liquid nitrogen to be poured directly into the cell dewar. The 
dwell time of the dewar is I S minutes, so that the equipment is generally 
used with an automatic Leiden-Frost liquid transfer system. 

The reflecting material used on the semi-transparent mirror is a thin 
gold film. This is very reflective at infrared wavelengths and' has a high 
transmission at visual wavelengths. All the mirror surfaces in the system 
must have the reflecting material deposited on the incident radiation 
side to prevent attenuation by the glass or base material of the mirror. 
A silicon filter (cut-off from 2µm and shorter wavelengths) is placed 
in the infrared path between the two mirrors to attenuate reflected visible 
radiation from the microscope viewing lamp. 

The RPY51 infrared detector is situated in the infrared image plane, 
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and lateral adjustments are provided to facilitate moving the cell into 
the correct position. At the centre of the field of the visual image, two 
pairs of parallel lines cross at right-angles to form a square of the same 
size as the detector (the RPY51 is a 0•Smm square). The cell must be 
adjusted to occupy the same position in the infrared image as the crossed 
lines occupy in the visual image. 

The type of objective used on the microscope is a Beck reflecting 
objective designed for use at 15 x magnification. Because a mirror objective 
is used, the problem of finding a lens material of suitable transmission 
at the appropriate infrared wavelength (5(am) has been avoided. 

A further addition to the normal microscope system is a chopper disc 
introduced into the microscope column. Because the chopper is used, the 
output of the RPY51 can be connected to an a.c. amplifier, so that a 
high degree of amplification can follow the cell. The edge of the disc 
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is cut to have 16 radial slots which produce a signal of 1:1 mark-to-space 
ratio. The disc is driven by a synchronous motor running at 3000rev/min 
to give a basic signal frequency for the entire system of 800Hz. 

DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEM 
When the type of amplification system to be used with the microscope 
was considered, it was decided that some form of nulling by feedback 
would be advantageous. The two possible lines of approach are shown in 
Fig. 8.2. 

Infrared 
cell 

Amplifier Rectifier 

System A 

Rectifier 

O 

Digital readout 

Counter 

System B 

Fig. 8.2—Two amplifying systems 

O 

(rzie.z

System A is the straightforward open-loop amplifier method; System B 
shows the nulling method where the meter output is reduced to zero and 
the position of the potentiometer is proportional to the signal at the 
nulling point. 

System B has the following advantages: 
1) The problem of amplifier dynamic range is overcome. The dynamic 

range required can be met by choosing an appropriate voltage across 
the potentiometer for the maximum level, and a high resolution 
potentiometer for good resolution at the lowest level. 

2) Amplifier gain changes will not have afirst-order effect on the output 
accuracy. 
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3) Resolution is a maximum at all levels of input because of the effectively 
great length of scale of the output meter (or counter); that is, small 
changes in cell output will be equally apparent at high and low levels 
of output. 

There are, however, several practical problems with a nulling system. 
The cell output is a.c., so the feedback signal must be an exactly similar 
waveform to produce zero input to the amplifier: at high cell output 
levels in particular, this is a difficult requirement to meet. Nulling will 
also be difficult if there is excessive noise at the amplifier output. It will 
therefore be necessary to limit the bandwidth to some extent. 

To obtain a good zero, it was decided to make this a d.c. point. This 
immediately necessitates a compromise in that there must then be some 
amplification and rectification outside the loop, the system being depen-
dent on this for accuracy. 

The cell output level is too low for immediate rectification, and amplifica-
tion is necessary first. The gain of this first amplifier should therefore be 
just sufficient to bring the signal up to a level suitable for rectification; 
this will then ease the problem of keeping the gain stable by application 
of negative feedback. 

Use of phase-sensitive rectifiers 
An ordinary diode bridge rectifier is not suitable for use in this circuit. 
The forward voltage drop of the diodes makes them unsuitable for low-
level operation. 

A phase-sensitive rectifier using transistors will function at the millivolt 
signal level and is ideally suited for this application. This type of rectifier 
also provides a convenient means of reducing the bandwidth to almost 
any desired degree. 

The phase-sensitive rectifier requires an a.c. reference voltage which 
must be of the same frequency and in the same phase as the signal. This 
reference is available from the mechanical chopper disc when a lamp and 
photocell are arranged on either side of it at some suitable point to give 
the correct phase. This method of bandwidth limitation has the advantage 
that if the signal frequency alters, then the reference will also change, 
and there is no change in the d.c. output level of the rectifier. The whole 
system can therefore be made immune to changes in chopper frequency. 
To achieve this, however, there must be no phase-shift in the amplifier 
preceding the phase-sensitive rectifier as this will cause a drop in the d.c. 
output. The bandwidth of the amplifiers must therefore be sufficient to 
ensure that over any possible change of chopper frequency, no phase-shift 
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Fig. 8.3—Nulling system 

Counter 
readout 

will be introduced. The block diagram has now been developed into that 
shown in Fig. 8.3. 

Automatic read-out 
It is now an obvious step to close the mechanical loop by dispensing 
with the meter and substituting a motor which drives the potentiometer 
automatically to zero output, thus making a nulling servo-indicator. H 
small permanent-magnet d.c. motor is well suited to this application. 

In the system built, it was decided to use a commercially available 
mechanical digital voltmeter which contained the potentiometer, counter, 
motor, motor-amplifier and gearing. The motor used in the voltmeter is 
an a.c. SOHz two-phase type. 

Second amplifier 
The d.c. amplifier in Fig. 8.3 is of the same type as the first amplifier 
except that the input to it is chopped (modulated) and the output is 
phase-sensitive rectified. The modulators and phase-sensitive rectifiers 
have virtually the same circuit. 

Meter read-out 
An independent meter readout was required and this was calibrated 
directly in temperature (black body). It is fed from astraight-through 
amplifier system with the potentiometer feedback switch out. The complete 
block diagram is shown in Fig. 8.4. 
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Zero set 

The reference signal is derived from the output of a phototransistor 
(BPX25) which is amplified and squared. There is also a preset control to 
adjust the mark-to-space ratio to be an exact square wave. The phase-
sensitive rectifiers and modulators are all full-wave circuits, which means 
that two reference signals are required, one in antiphase with the other. 
Their voltages are stabilised by a voltage regulator diode and suitably 
attenuated, and are used for zeroing the system. 

The output from the cell depends on the difference between the radiation 
from the chopper blades and the radiation from the object under investiga-
tion. Since the system is phase-sensitive, if the infrared radiation from the 
object is less than that from the chopper blades the output voltage will 
be negative; and if the object radiates more, the output will be positive 
(Fig. 8.5). Thus, if a square-wave backing-off voltage is injected into the 

output 
reading 

Negotiv¢ 
output reading 
to be zeroed 

Required zeroing signal 
equivalent to this amount 

~ of radiation produces zero 
output reading 

Object reference 
temperature 

Temperature 

I Blade temperature 

Fig. 8.5—Effect of zeroing method 

(~ziss 

system, the system can be zeroed at any object temperature, so that any 
temperatures above the chosen zero level will give a positive output 
reading. This is possible only with aphase-sensitive system. 

PHOTOCELL AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
The functions of the photocell amplifier (Fig. 8.6) are ,to amplify the 
photocell signal to produce a square wave of l:l mark-to-space ratio, 
and to provide two outputs in antiphase as reference signals for the full-
wave phase-sensitive rectifier. 

A mark-to-space adjustment potentiometer is included, and supply 
voltages are stabilised by means of a voltage regulator diode, so that the 
output voltage'amplitude remains substantially constant. This is important 
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Fig. 8.6—Photocell amplifier and pulse shaper 

since the output from this circuit is also used to provide the zero adjust-
ment for the system. The high supply voltage has been chosen because 
of the drive requirements of the insulated gate FET chopping transistors 
used in the phase-sensitive rectifiers. 

AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
The two amplifiers in the system are of similar design, and the circuits 
are shown in Figs. 8.7 and 8.8. The two major design considerations are 
low noise and stability of gain. BC109 transistors are used; these, when 
operated at a collector current of between 100µA and 200µA, and with 
an effective source resistance of 2kS2, have a very good noise characteristic. 

The resistance of the RPY51 is between about 1 and 2kS2, so that this is 
suitable for feeding directly into the amplifier. Cell biasing is shown in 
Fig. 8.7 and this is simple constant-current feed from the stabilised SOV 
supply. 

To achieve good gain stability, a large amount of negative feedback 
is essential. The accuracy of the basic two-stage amplifier is reasonably 
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good. The stability of the current gain of the circuit is good, but this 
performance_ is degraded to some extent by the possibility of variations 
in input impedance. There is, however, some compensation for this effect, 
as the input to the amplifier from the cell does not represent a voltage 
drive. If it were a perfect current source then, of course, variations of 
input impedance would have no eff::t on amplifier gain. 

In predicting what accuracy is to be expected in practice, it is necessary 
to decide on the worst-case conditions. Production spreads in transistor 
characteristics are such as to alter the gain of this type of amplifier by 
several per cent, but since any instrument that is built will be calibrated, 
this effect was not included in the worst-case considerations. 

The two factors affecting gain stability are temperature and ageing. 
Temperature will change the values of hFF;, rei and VBE. The change in 
VBE is --2mV/degC. The value of hFE increases by 1 %per degC. The 
value of re increases proportionally with absolute temperature. The 
change in re tends to reduce the effect oi' changes in hFE and VBE, the 
latter two tending to increase the stage gain, the former actually producing 
more negative feedback. 

The expression for current gain Gi of this amplifier is: 
A

Gi —  1+ARX,

RFB 
where A is the open-loop current gain of the amplifier. To convert A 
to voltage gain Gam, the current gain Gi must be multiplied by the ratio of 
output resistance to input resistance. The input impedance Zin to the 
amplifier is given by: 

Zin = Rin-{-
r 

1 + ARX
,

RFB 
where Rin is the external series resistance and r is the effective input 
resistance into the base of the transistor; at room temperature r is given 
by the equation: 

r = hFE(25/Ie) 
where IQ is measured in mA. The expression for Zin shows that the sum-
ming point of the amplifier is not a perfect `virtual earth'. Thus the true 
voltage gain G~ of the amplifier is given by: 

G~ = G; 
Ro

Rin~-  r RX 
1-I-ARFB 

where Ro is the collector load of TR2 in Fig. 8.7 or Fig. 8.8. 
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Variations in the voltage gain of the amplifier are caused partly by 
current gain variations in the amplifier and partly by variations in input 
impedance. These effects are additive. Thus, if amplifier gains fall slightly, 
the input impedance increases. However, because of the loading of the cell 
voltage by the amplifier input impedance, the cell output voltage rises, 
thus reducing the effect of gain variations. If the cell output were a constant 
current, changing input impedance would have no effect. This effect can 
be seen from the expression for cell voltage, V;n, in terms of cell resistance 

Reen, 

and amplifier input impedance Z;n, given below. 

Zin 
Vin = ZinIbias 

Rcel;+Zin 

The input to the amplifier is thus proportional to Z;n (Rceii-I-Zin). The 
cell voltage is then the effective input voltage to the amplifier. 

If the circuit were to contain BC109 transistors of low value of hFE, 
and if the value of hFE were to increase by 50 %, the resulting increase in 
amplifier voltage gain would be 4.5 %. This has been calculated from the 
above equations. 

The top response is limited by the shunt capacitor across the collector 
load of TR2 of each amplifier; the low-frequency response is limited by 
the amplifier input capacitor. The frequency characteristic of the amplifiers 
is equivalent to about a 15 %fall-off in an 800Hz square wave at the output 
of the amplifier; this is considered to be acceptable for the waveforms 
in the system. 

This amount of droop in the waveform results in a change of d.c. 
output from aphase-sensitive rectifier when there is a change of signal 
frequency. A frequency change of 6 % (the most that would be expected 
of the SOHz mains) would cause a change of output from aphase-sensitive 
rectifier of 0.5 %. 

PHASE-SENSITIVE RECTIFIER AND CHOPPER 

The type of phase-sensitive rectifier used consists of four switching 
transistors arranged in a bridge (Fig. 8.9). These operate in a similar 
manner to the diodes in a bridge rectifier, the difference being that, 
whereas the diodes are switched by the a.c. signal to be rectified, the 
transistors are switched on and off by an independent reference signal 
of fixed frequency and phase. 

Thus, the phase-sensitive rectifier will produce a d.c. signal only from a 
signal of the same frequency and phase as the reference. The d.c. output 
from this circuit would normally have a floating level between the appro-
priate two points of the bridge. However, to obtain an output relative to 
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chassis, two halfwave outputs are taken, as shown in Fig. 8.10, one 
being positive and the other negative. 

The a.c. output from the first amplifier is fed into the phase-sensitive 
rectifier which then provides a d.c. signal which is used for comparison 
with the d.c. feedback from the potentiometer. The phase-sensitive 
rectifier also serves as a narrow-band filter when followed by a chopper 
and further a.c. amplification. 

The type of transistor used is the insulated gate FET type BSV81. 
With the bridge arrangement and the following two chopper transistors, 
all the switching otv and oFF operations are carried out by one transistor 
in series and another in parallel. With this type of connection, noise 
generated when the series transistor is cut off is reduced by the parallel 
transistor being conductive. 

The bandwidth of the circuit can be adjusted by altering the smoothing 
time-constant. The bandwidth is given by 1!rCR, and the bandwidth is 
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defined as between the points where the d.c. level has fallen to 0.707 of the 
value at chopping frequency. 

There is also a waveform change from the a.c. input to the a.c. output 
of the filter, the output always being a square wave. 

If the input is assumed to be a sinewave of peak value V, then the d.c. 
output Vd° at each half-wave point is V/rr. Since there is a positive and a 
negative output of this value, the peak-to-peak value of the output wave-
form is 2V/~s. Thus the attenuation of a sinewave input measuring peak-to-
peak at input and output is 1/n or 0.32. This is correct only if the output 
loading is a high resistance compared with the resistance in the filter. 
The waveform from the cell is of the form shown in Fig. 8.10. The attenua-
tion of this waveform by the phase-sensitive filter is given by 

Vout _ \ 2/ 
+d 

Vin T 
The first phase-sensitive rectifier has RC values of 4.7kS2 and 2µF. 

This gives a calculated bandwidth of 15 •SHz each side of chopper frequency. 
Both amplifiers have a bandwidth of 20kHz. The phase-sensitive 

rectifier at the output feeds directly into the readout system and has 
the same circuit configuration as transistors TR1 to TR4 in Fig. 8.9. 
The time-constant is chosen to give a bandwidth of ~1Hz. 

GAIN OF COMPLETE SYSTEM 

The open-loop microscope system gain from input to meter is shown in 
the block diagram in Fig. 8.11. The gain shown in the first phase-sensitive 
rectifier block is for a sinewave input. Thus, fora 1µV peak-to-peak 
sinewave input, the open-circuit output voltage is 77mV d.c. 

If a 100µA meter having 1 •SkS2 coil resistance is used at the output, 
and the output resistor of the phase-sensitive rectifier is also 1 •SkSZ, then 
the output current will be given by the equation 

0.077 
I°°t — 3 x 103 

A ~ 25µA. 
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EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION 
Detector 

Type 

Operating temperature 

Cooling system 

Optical 
Objective magnification 

Spot size 

Visual field of view 

Working distance 

Electrical 

Bandwidth 
Normal chopping mode 

Transient measurement mode 
(no chopper; transient 
heating of specimen) 

Performance 

Temperature resolution* (meter) 

Temperature range* (meter) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
(See Figs. 8.12 and 8.13) 

Temperature range* (counter) 
(See Fig. 8.14) 

Cell response time 

Spectral range 

RPY51, indium 
antimonide cell 

77K 

Drip-feed mechanism 
fed from liquid 
nitrogen dewar 

15x 

30µm 

lmm diameter 

24 3mm 

4Hz 

SOkHz 

0•SdegC at 25°C 

0 to 15°C 
10 to 44°C 
20 to 80°C 
45 to 200°C 

15 to 150°C 

4µs 

1.8 to 5.5µm 

*Black-body calibration 
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Fig. 8.12—Maximum 
sensitivity range 
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CHAPTER 9 

CLOSED-CIRCUIT INFRARED 

TELEVISIC)N SYSTEM 

A number of very expensive thermal scanning systems with high optical 
definition are commercially available. These systems, however, are 
generally bulky, and require large power supplies. Many of them also 
have the disadvantage of taking a long time to generate a picture. 

The object in building the prototype scanning system described in this 
chapter was to determine the performance of a lightweight inexpensive 
camera employing a simple Nipkow disc as the scanning mechanism. 
This mechanism comprises a rotating flat disc, perforated with a spiral of 
holes, which generates 30 scanning lines. Since the disc, rotating at 
1000 rev/min, is the only moving part, the camera is small and robust, 
and it has a low power consumption. The complete equipment consists 
of two parts, a camera head and an oscilloscope display, as indicated in 
Fig. 9.1. 

Oscilloscope 
display 

[,:re., I 

Camera 

Solid-state 
amplifier 

Vertical 
timebase 

Horizontal 
timebase 

L 

Detector 

Filter and 
field lens 

Nipkow 
disc ~. 

Silicon 
photo-devices 

Fig. 9.1 —Infrared ccty syste m 
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The main problem of the Nipkow disc scanning mechanism is that the 
detector `sees' any variation in the radiation emitted or reflected by the 
disc, as well as that from the scene. In our first experiments, this variation 
produced a spurious signal level much greater than the signal from a 
room-temperature scene; but the problem was overcome by means of a 
specially constructed disc of black Perspex, so that the camera was 
limited by detector noise. 

With the 30-line 17 frames per second picture, the equipment has a 
temperature sensitivity of 0•SdegC with a room temperature background. 
Thus, it can detect the presence and position of any hot spots on moving 
and stationary objects within the field of view. 

The detector is an RPY56 77K indium antimonide photoconductive 
infrared detector which has an annular element to match the optical 
system. Cooling is achieved by using a liquid nitrogen drip-feed system 
supplied from a dewar vessel placed on the floor at the side of the camera. 
This enables the camera to be operated in any plane. if a room-tempera-
ture lead sulphide detector is used in place of the indium antimonide 
detector, the minimum detectable temperature becomes 120°C, but 
detector cooling is then unnecessary. 

DESIGN OF OPTICAL SYSTEM 
The requirements of the equipment are that it should be portable and 
relatively inexpensive. This dictates the requirements of the optical 
system. A germanium lens could be used instead of the simple reflecting 
Cassegrainian system employed, but this would be expensive and therefore 
conflict with a basic requirement. The Nipkow disc scanning system, 
although not theoretically the most efficient, has the advantages of 
mechanical simplicity and ease of manufacture. 

The optical system is shown in Fig. 9.2. The radiation from the scene 
is collected by the front-silvered concave mirror, and focused via the 
front-silvered plane mirror on to the Nipkow disc, which has a spiral 
of 30 holes near its circumference. Each hole scans the image in turn, and 
the transmitted radiation is focused on to the annular detector by a 
field lens. The field lens projects an image of the ell'ective annular shape 
of the collecting optics on to the detector element, hence the radiation 
transmitted by a scanning hole is uniformly spread over the detector 
area. 

A second set of holes in the disc enables synchronisation pulses to be 
obtained, thus enabling the raster on the display oscilloscope to be 
triggered. The signal from the detector is used to intensity-modulate the 
electron beam of the oscilloscope, thus producing an image on the screen. 
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Fig. 9.2—Optical system of camera 

The design equation of the Nipkow disc is Eq. 12 in Appendix 1. 
a~ 

T(a)(Qs—Qs)da~ 
_ Kapk(An~f)t 

D *(~pg)hC.lAHS1II2e 
0 

From this equation the maximum temperature sensitivity of the camera 
with cooled indium antimonide and lead sulphide detectors is calculated. 
The temperature sensitivity for the indium antimonide detector is shown 
to be 0•SdegC at 25°C, and this figure has also been obtained from actual 
measurements with the camera. For the lead sulphide detector, it is shown 
that a temperature difference of 80degC between ablack-body source and 
room temperature should be detectable, and this again corresponds fairly 
closely to the easily observable 100degC difference measured with the 
camera. 

VARIATIONS ON PRESENT DESIGN 
The main parameters that can be varied in the Nipkow disc scanner are 

1) field of view, 

2) optical resolution, 

3) temperature sensitivity, 

4) frame rate, 

5) camera size and weight, 

6) cost of system. 
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Each of these can generally be varied only at the expense of another: 
for example, the optical resolution can be increased at the expense of the 
temperature sensitivity and vice versa. The first three of these six variables 
are discussed below. 

Field of view 
The present 6° field of view of the system is most easily increased or 
decreased by using a collecting optical system of shorter or longer focal 
length. If the f-number of the optical system is kept constant, the con-
vergence of the radiation at the Nipkow disc is constant, hence from 
Eq. 10 of Appendix 1 the temperature sensitivity remains the same. 

Optical resolution 
The optical resolution of the present system (7mrad) is determined 
mainly by the number of scanning lines, the field of view of the optical 
system, and the hole size in the Nipkow disc. It is given by the equation 

Optical resolution — Field of view  X
Number of holes 

Actual diameter of holes 
x 

Maximum diameter of holes with no overlap 

If the optical resolution is doubled by doubling the number of scanning 
lines and the rest of the optical system is kept constant, then the diameter 
of the scanning holes must be halved and the electrical bandwidth increased. 

The electrical bandwidth Of required to give a square picture is given 
approximately by 

Of~ Fn2/2 

where F is the frame rate and n is the number of scanning lines. This 
bandwidth is essentially the fundamental sine frequency generated by 
alternate hot and cold picture elements. 

It can be seen from the design equations in Appendix 1 that doubling 
the number of lines and keeping the rest of the system the same, reduces 
the hole area AH by a factor of four and increases the bandwidth Of 
by a factor of four, thus reducing the temperature sensitivity by a factor of 
eight. It is possible to compensate for this reduction in temperature 
sensitivity by using a more expensive collecting optical system with a 
smaller f-number, or by reducing the frame rate, or by doing both. If 
collecting optical systems of smaller f-number (that is, higher conver-
gence) are used, then the field lens and detector combination must also be 
changed, as will be shown. 

In the present system, the scanning lines overlap by 50 % on each side, 
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so a factor of two in optical resolution can be easily obtained at the 
expense of temperature sensitivity by halving the diameter of the scanning 
holes. 

It is also relevant that one advantage of using the low-definition system 
described here is that an aberration-free optical system is not necessary. 
This enables the cost of the optical system to be substantially reduced. 

Temperature sensitivity 
The temperature sensitivity of the scanning system is determined by the 
detectability criterion equation quoted on page 109. 

To obtain greater temperature sensitivity, the right-hand side of this 
equation should be made as small as possible. One method of increasing 
the temperature sensitivity is to use detectors with higher detectivities 
(D*a) or longer wavelength response, or both. The degree to which this 
can be done, however, is limited by the detectors that are available. The 
area of the detector (AD) is also determined by the optical system and 
therefore cannot be independently changed. 

The two main ways of increasing the temperature sensitivity are: 
1) to reduce the bandwidth Of of the system by reducing the number of 

lines or the frame rate, or 
2) to increase the optical efficiency, the hole size Ax, or the convergence 

of the radiation at the Nipkow disc. 

As described in the previous section, either decreasing the number of 
scanning lines or increasing the hole size decreases the optical resolution. 

The effect of reducing the bandwidth to below that given by Fn2/2 
is quite interesting. If the bandwidth is restricted at the high-frequency 
end, then the sharp edges of objects are blurred. If, however, the low-
frequency end of the bandwidth is restricted, the edges of hot objects are 
accentuated and the temperature sensitivity of the system is increased. 
Restricting the low-frequency end of the bandwidth also enables hot and 
relatively cool objects to be seen in close proximity without overloading 
the picture. 

OPTICAL SYSTEM 
Because a small, inexpensive, portable scanning system was desired, the 
optical system also had to be readily available and inexpensive. The 
optical system finally chosen was shown in Fig. 9.2. It is a simple Casse-
grainian system consisting of a 7.3cm diameter collecting mirror and a 
4.7cm diameter plane mirror, to focus the image on to the Nipkow disc. 
An arsenic trisulphide lens with a focal length of 1.4cm is then used to 
focus the radiation onto the detector. The detectors used are 8mm 

x 

Smm 
diameter annular elements which are comparable with the shape of 
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the collecting optical system. In the PbS camera, a 61St/ detector can be 
used, but the field lens must be replaced by a cone channel optical system. 
The full details are 

Collecting mirror*: Front-silvered concave mirror 7.3cm dia-
meter; 13cm focal length. 

Plane mirror: Front-silvered plane mirror 4.7cm diameter 
(the area of concave mirror that is obscured 
is Scm in diameter). 

Nipkow disc: A 19cm diameter disc of black Perspex. The 
scanning and synchronisation holes are Imm 
in diameter. 

Field lens: Material, arsenic trisulphide; diameter, 2cm; 
focal length, 1.4cm. 

Detector 
InSb: 8mmx5mm diameter annulus, operating at 

77K. Type RPY56. 
PbS: 8mm x Smm diameter annulus, operating at 

room temperature. Type RPY57. 
The focusing arrangement on the camera moves the whole collecting 

optics, thus enabling the scene to be continuously focused up in the 
Nipkow disc. The size of the detector is such that the image of the collecting 
optical system lies on the annular sensitive area for focusing distances 
between 1.2m and infinity. 

Nipkow disc 
Nipkow disc scanning is a means of scanning in the image plane of a 
system. The disc has a spiral of 30 holes round its circumference as shown 
in Fig. 9.3, each of which scans across the image in turn. The radiation 
passing through these holes is focused on to the detector. The signal from 
the detector is then used to intensity-modulate the raster on the display 
oscilloscope. Secondary holes diametrically opposite the scanning holes 
are used to give pulses with which the line and frame timebases providing 
the raster are synchronised. The synchronisation pulses are produced by 
using a 12V festoon bulb and two BPX25 silicon phototransistors. 

It is very important to align the synchronisation holes and the scatuting 
holes on the same disc diameters, otherwise distortion will occur in the 
displayed picture. 

The scanned image size on the Nipkow disc is about 1.5 x 1 •Scm. 

'A shield is used on the concave mirror to prevent stray radiation from passing, 
unreftected. through the optical system. 
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Fig. 9.3—Dimensions of Nipkow disc. The scanning and synchronisation holes are 
circular and 1 •0 ±0.05mm in diameter. The 30 scanning holes are placed 
in a spiral at 12° ±0.05° intervals with a rise between two consecutive 
holes of 0~5 ±0 02mm. The disc is constructed of a in black Perspex with 
a centre boss of aluminium. The scanning holes are countersunk, on the 
side facing the collecting optical system, to within 0.1 mm of the other 
surface with a 5mm drill. 

The 30 scanning holes are placed on radii of the disc, with equal angular 
displacement between any two consecutive radii. Partly to compensate 
for the fact that the drilled scanning holes are round rather than square 
and partly to increase the temperature sensitivity, the scanning lines were 
made to overlap by 50 % on both sides; that is, the holes were made lmm 
in diameter. 
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The main difficulty in making the disc for the indium antimonide 
system was that the first discs gave a large spurious signal when rotated. 
The amplitude of this spurious signal was up to 50 times that of the noise 
from the detector and was caused by variations in reflectivity and emiss-
ivity, and by wobble along the surface of the discs. Various metal discs 
were made with polished or mat surfaces but, although the spurious signal 
was reduced, it was still much greater than the detector noise. 

Finally, a different principle was tried. A disc was made of clear Perspex 
which, in thin sheets, transmits infrared out to 5.5µm. This disc was 
found to produce a very low spurious signal. Because most of the radiation 
is emitted from beneath the surface of the disc, surface imperfections 
and small scratches did not cause high standing signals as the disc was 
rotated. One problem that occurred when using clear Perspex, however, 
was that radiation from the bulb driving the phototransistors was 
channelled through the disc to the scanning holes, where it interfered with 
the video signal. This was overcome by using black Perspex. 

The black Perspex discs still had, however, the wobble associated with 
the first discs. This produced aloes-frequency spurious standing signal on 
the thermal picture. To reduce this to a minimum, the metal boss on 
the disc was extended as far as possible, and thicker Perspex discs were 
made. The loss of signal radiation due to vignetting by the thicker disc 
was reduced to a minimum by countersinking the scanning holes on the 
side of the disc facing the collecting optics. 

Complete elimination of the wobble was found to be unnecessary 
because of the other sources of low-frequency noise in the system, such 
as noise caused by the Leiden-Frost cooling system, and low-frequency 
noise in the indium antimonide annular detector. 

All the sources of low-frequency noise were rendered almost unnotice-
able by using a clamping technique, in which the signal is d.c. restored 
before the start of each line scan. With the lead sulphide version of the 
camera the standing signal from the disc is of course negligible compared 
with the detector noise. 

Field lens 
The purpose of the field lens is to focus the radiation from the scanned 
image on to the detector. This is achieved by imaging the collecting optical 
system on to the detector. Thus the field lens can be placed close to the 
Nipkow disc, enabling its diameter to be not much larger than the dia-
meter of the image. This method also has the advantage that the radiation 
falling on any one point in the scanned image is spread uniformly over 
the detector, thus overcoming any problems of nonuniformity of response 
in the detector. 
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The required diameter D of the detector is given by the equation: 

where 
f =focal length of the field lens, 

L =separation distance of the field lens from the collecting optical 
system, and 

d =diameter of the collecting optical system. 

An aperture of angular width 10° is placed in the plane of the field 
lens to allow about 2° of disc rotation while clamping takes place. 

Cooling system for indium antimonide detector 
The indium antimonide detector type RPY56 used in the infrared camera 
is designed to operate at liquid nitrogen temperature (77K). This is 
achieved by using a system which utilises the Leiden-Frost effect whereby 
beads of liquid nitrogen ride inside a layer of vapour in the transfer line. 
The vapour insulates the liquid beads from the walls of the transfer line; 
hence the length and material of the transfer line are not critical, and 
lengths up to two metres may be used. However, constrictions and sharp 
bends in the line must be avoided. 

The actual system used consists of a 4 litre flask of liquid nitrogen 
coupled to the camera by a transfer line of p.v.c. tubing having a 3mm 
internal diameter. The flask is sealed with toggle clamps to generate 
enough pressure to force the liquid nitrogen beads through the transfer 
line. The actual rate of flow is controlled by restricting the vapour effluent 
from the cooling head in the detector. 

The flow rate should be kept to the minimum required to cool the 
detector, which is generally about three-quarters of a turn of the needle 
valve used on the camera. If excess flow rates are used, then the beads 
may wet the wall of the transfer line, thus causing only nitrogen vapour 
to reach the detector. 

The effluent vapour from the detector is heated to a few degrees below 
room temperature by the heatsink on the needle valve. It is then passed 
into the cavity between the detector and the field lens and subsequently 
blown on to the Nipkow disc. This use of the effluent gas serves several 
purposes: 
1) to prevent the detector window and the field lens from misting, 
2) to cool the Nipkow disc and, therefore, cause it to emit less radiation, 
3) to reduce the background radiation falling upon the detector and 

hence increase its detectivity. 
Because the effluent gas is blown on to the disc, it is important to 

switch the motor on before switching the cooler on, otherwise a large 
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standing signal will occur from the cooled portion of the disc. 
The standby time of the 4 litre flask is about 60 hours, and the con-

tinuous running time is about 30 hours. Thus, under most conditions of 
intermittent use, 4 litres is enough for two days. 

The main advantage of the Leiden-Frost cooling system is that it 
enables the camera to be used in any plane. Its main disadvantage is that 
the beads of nitrogen generate bursts of low-frequency noise as they are 
forced into the detector. This noise has largely been eliminated in the 
present camera by the clamping. 

ELECTRONICS 
The main functions of the electronic circuits are: 

1) To amplify the signal from the detector and present it in such a form 
as to modulate the brightness of a CRT spot. 

2) To generate a raster for the display. 

3) To drive the motor which rotates the disc at constant speed. 

It has been convenient to display the thermal pictures on an oscilloscope, 
since the additional electronics required to produce a raster and to 
modulate the brightness are minimum. For example, the frame and line 
timebases (Fig. 9.4) are similar circuits providing linear ramp waveforms 
with fast flyback triggered by the synchronisation holes. The trigger circuit 
is shown in Fig. 9.5. 

The preamplifier (Fig. 9.6) and intermediate amplifier (Fig. 9.7) for the 
indium antimonide detector and the preamplifier for the lead sulphide 
detector (Fig. 9.8) raise the `video' signal to a level sufficient for the 
clamping circuit to operate (Fig. 9.9). The clamp circuit restores the voltage 
at its output to a fixed level at the end of each line scan, during which time 
the cell detects radiation from the disc, since the scanning holes are masked 
by the 10° aperture. Thus if the radiation from the disc varies from line to 
line, this variation does not appear at the output of the clamp. Other low-
frequency variations which do not originate in the field of view are dealt 
with in the same manner, there remaining only the small variations which 
take place during a line scan. The clamp is triggered from the line syn-
chronisation pulses and operates for a period of 70~.s. 

The output from the clamp is fed to a differential amplifier (Fig. 9.10) 
which allows the peaks of the waveform to be displayed, to enhance 
contrast of the `hot-spots'. 

One minor drawback in normal oscilloscopes is the low value of 
capacitance used to couple the grid of the CRT, leading to a high value of 
low-frequency cut. This is overcome by impressing the video signal on a 
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Fig. 9.4—Frame and line timebases (Frame timebase values in brackets). 
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Fig. 9.5—Trigger and motor drive circuits 

SOkHz carrier (Fig. 9.10). The two outputs of the differential amplifier are 
used to limit the amplitude of the carrier. This stage is followed by a simple 
amplifier using a high breakdown voltage transistor, which has a low 
output impedance and large voltage swing. 

Attenuation of the video signal is achieved in three ways: 
1) the cell bias is reduced by 3 factors of 10, 
2) the output of the preamplifiers can be switched between high and low 

gain positions, 
3) the coupling from the preamplifier to the following stage is variable. 
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In the case of the cooled detector, the bias voltage across the cell is 
displayed on an edge meter. This serves as an indication of the correct 
cooling of the detector, since its impedance rises from a few ohms to about 
20052 when cool. 

An alternative method of displaying the thermal picture is available: the 
video signal from the clamp can be superimposed on the raster, rather than 
on the spot brightness. This deflection modulation provides more visual 
information in that smaller temperature fluctuations are more easily seen, 
and relative temperature differences can be accurately measured. A 
combination of the two display modes lends a third dimension to the picture 
which requires less interpretation than the deflection modulation alone. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Design equation of Nipkow disc 
The design equation of the Nipkow disc will enable the maximum tem-
perainre sensitivity of a given scanning system to be calculated. In this 
calculation it will be assumed that the system is limited by detector noise. 
This will be shown to be a justifiable assumption provided that the disc 
is made of the right material and correctly balanced. 

OPTICAL SYSTEM 

The scanner must be able to distinguish between the infrared source of 
interest and the background in the scene. The difference between the 
radiant emittance of source and background is 

W = J ~ (Hs(a)—Hs(a) )da 
0 

.. (3) 

where a =wavelength 
Hs(a) =source spectral radiant emittance 
HB(a) =background spectral radiant emittance. 
A proportion of this radiation is collected by the optical system of the 

scanner and focused onto the Nipkow disc. From a basic theorem for 
ideal optical systems, the radiant power falling on a single scanning hole 
of area Ax in the disc is given by 

Hx = AxW sinz 8, .. (4) 

where 8 is the half angle of the cone of the convergence of the optical 
system at the disc. 

In practice, allowance must be made for the efficiency of the optical 
system (J), and for absorption and scattering by the atmosphere, which 
is a function of wavelength T(a). Introducing these factors into Eqs. 3 
and 4 gives 

Hx = JAx sin26 J ~T(a)(Hs(a) —HB(a) )da. 
0 

.. (5) 

DETECTOR 

The radiant power passing through the scanning hole in the disc is uni-
formly focused, by means of a field lens, on to the annular detector. The 
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signal voltage Vs developed in the detector is given by 

Vs = JAxsin26 J ~ R(a)T(a)(Hs(~) —HB(a) )da .. (6) 
0 

where R(a) is the spectral responsivity of the detector; that is, the output 
voltage per unit of radiant power, as a function of wavelength. 

The criterion for the detection of an object is that the difference signal 
between the source of interest and its background must exceed the system 
noise by a factor K. A value of 5 for this factor gives a high probability of 
detection. 

Provided that the system is limited by detector noise, this noise (VN) 
can be obtained from the area-normalised detectivity D*a by the equation, 

D* (~pk) = RUPk) (ADOf) t~VN . . (7) 

where apk is the wavelength of peak response, AD is the detector sensitive 
area and Of is the bandwidth. Therefore 

VN = R(aPk) (ADOf) t~D* (~pk)• ..(8) 

If the detector parameters R and D* are dependent on frequency, then 
Eq. 8 should be written as follows: 

VN = f1 R(apk) 2ADdf 
f2 lD*(aPk)) 

f 

where f is frequency. For the detectors used in the scanning systems 
described here, Eq. 8 holds approximately. 

Thus, the detectability criterion can be written, using Eqs. 6 and 8, as: 

JAx sine 8 f ~ R(~)T(a)(Hs(~)—Hs(~))da~ K[R(apk)/D*(apk)l(AD~f)t. .(10) 
,J o 

The detectors used in the equipment described are photon detectors. 
With such a detector it is convenient to use the photon responsivity P(a), 
where 
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Eq. 10 can then be simplified to the following form: ~,. 
0 

P(a)T(a)(Qs — QB)da ~ KapkP(~,pk)(An~f) ~/D*(>,,,k) hcJA H sine 8. . (11) 

where Qs =source photon flux density per unit wavelength, 
= aHs(a)/hc, 

QB =background photon flux density per unit wavelength, 
_ ~HB(a)/hc~ 

h =Planck's constant, 
c =velocity of light. 

For an ideal photon detector, P(a) is constant for wavelengths up to the 
cut-off wavelength a~, and is zero beyond. The detectability criterion then 
becomes: 

f a~ 
T(a) (Qs — QB)da ~ Kaak(Av~f) t/D*(a.pk)hcJA Fr sine 8. . . (12) 

0 

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY 
The design equation is applied to the scanning systems described in this 
chapter in order to calculate their maximum temperature sensitivities. 
The values of the following parameters in the criterion equation are: 

Detector sensitive area, AD = 

Bandwith, Of 
Area of scanning hole, Ax 

Convergence, sin B 
Planck's constant, h 
Velocity of light, c 
Efficiency of the optical 

system, J 
Detectability criterion, K 

30.6mm2 (annulus; 8mm 
outer diameter; Smm inner diameter) 

_ $kHz 
= 7.85 x 10- s cm2

(lmm diameter hole) 
= 0.2706 
= 6.625 x 10-34 joule second 
= 3 x 1010cm s_I 

= 0.51 
=5 

InSb detector system 
The indium antimonide detector used in this system has a spectral res-
ponsivity that closely follows that of an ideal photon detector. In fact, 
it can be assumed to be an ideal photon detector with a value of 
D*(4.4µm, 800, 1) equal to 5 x 1010cmHz ~W-1 and an effective cut-off 
wavelength a~ of 5.5µm. 
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Substituting these values and the other parameters into Eq. 12 gives the 
condition 

f a~ 
T(a)(QS — QB)da ~ 3.7 x 1014 photons cm- Zs-1. 

0 

With ablack-body slide-rule, or with a similar instrument, it can be 
directly shown that this condition is satisfied for ablack-body source 
temperature 0•SdegC above a background temperature of 25°C for short 
path lengths where the atmospheric transmittance is close to unity. 

This figure of maximum temperature sensitivity of 0•SdegC at 25°C 
has also been obtained from actual measurements with the camera. 

PbS detector system 
The PbS room temperature detector can be treated as an ideal photon 
detector with a value of D*(2.3µm, 800, 1) of 1.8 x 1010cmHz kW-1

and an effective cut-off wavelength a~ of 2.8µm. 
Substituting these values into the detectability criterion equation gives 

ray 

J T(a)(QS — QB)da ~ 5.5 x 1014 photons cm-2s-1. 

0 

With ablack-body slide-rule it can be found that, for short optical path 
lengths (that is, T(x) ~ 1) and the daylight filter transmission of 55 %, a 
temperature difference of 80degC between ablack-body source and a room 
temperature background is enough to satisfy this criterion. This figure 
again corresponds fairly closely to the easily observable 100degC difference 
measured with the camera. 

APPENDIX 2 

Picture quality 

Field of view 
Focusing range 
Detector types 

Low temperature camera RPY56 InSb detector cooled to 77K 
annular element, 8 x Smm 

High temperature camera RPY57 PbS detector operated at room 
temperature; annular element 8 x Smm 

Equipment specification 

30 x 30 element raster generated at 17 
frames per second 
6° x 6° 
60cm to infinity 
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Temperature ranges 
InSb detector 
PbS detector 

Temperature sensitivity 
InSb detector 
PbS detector 

Effective spectral response 
InSb detector 
PbS detector 

— 40 to -}-800°C 
-~ 120 to several thousand degrees C, 
depending on optical attenuation filters 
used 

~ 0•SdegC at 25°C 
~ SdegC at 200°C 
(accuracy, ~ 10 %) 

3.0 to 5.5µm 
2.0 to 2.8µm (Type G1 daylight filter 
incorporated) 

Battery life 
Camera head (InSb) 

67•SV, B101 supply SOh 
6V, rechargeable NiCd 

supply 4h 

Intermediate control box 
2 off, 67•SV, B101 80h 
Camera head (PbS) 
67 • SV, B 101 supply 120h 
6V, rechargeable NiCd 

supply 4h 
240V, 8 off B 123 450h 

Oscilloscope display 
12V, rechargeable supply 4h 
(or mains operated) 

Power consumption 
Camera 3 W 
Oscilloscope display 20W 

Coolant for InSb detector 
Liquid nitrogen fed by Leiden-Frost drip-feed mechanism from dewar. 
Dewar capacity 4 litre 
Cooling period 
(intermittent use) 2 days 

Dimensions 
Camera 34 x 25 x 28cm 
Intermediate box 23 x 15 x 14cm 
Four-litre dewar 20cm high; 40cm diameter 
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Weight 
Camera 
Intermediate box 
Four-litre dewar 

7.4kg 
2•lkg 
7.7kg 

APPENDIX 3 

Equipment controls 

Camera controls 
Focus 60cm to infinity in the directions shown 

(InSb equipment has a calibrated scale). 

Attenuation controls 
Coarse 

Fine 

Battery check 

5 ranges each with an attenuation factor of 
approximately 10. 

Variable attenuation factor of approximately 
10. 

Enables condition of batteries to be ascer-
tained; they should be either replaced or 
recharged when needle no longer lies in red 
region of scale. 

Detector temperature Needle valve controlling flow of coolant 
check should be turned approximately three-
(InSb detector quarters of revolution, at which point needle 
camera only) should slowly move into red region of scale; 

flow rate may need adjusting from time to 
time but should be kept to minimum required 
to cool detector. 

6V charging point Enables 6V NiCd supply to be recharged, 
the charging period being 14 hours at maxi-
mum of 250mA; Philips charger, PM9000, 
is suitable. 

Approximate When the oscilloscope display controls on 
black-body PbS equipment are set as described below, 
temperature an approximate effective black-body tempera-
calibration ture calibration can be obtained by decreasing 

attenuation until the display phosphor just 
reaches its maximum brightness; temperature 
of object under consideration can then be 
read from instrument chart. 
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Outputs 

Intermediate box controls 
Display mode switch 

Video signal and two timebase outputs 
are provided on B.N.C. sockets; screw-
driver adjustments are provided for line 
and frame holds. 

Enables the display to be brightness modula-
ted, deflection modulated, or both. 

Differential control Enables peaks of video signal to be displayed 
on oscilloscope; this enables fine detail on 
relatively-high-temperature object to be seen 
in sharp contrast. 

Attenuation controls Two variable attenuation controls are pro-
vided, one for each display mode. 

Oscilloscope display controls 

Focus, brilliance, For calibration purposes on the high-tem-
astigmatism perature PbS equipment, these should be 

set with the white lines positioned centrally. 

Y-amplifier SOOmV/cm, d.c. 
Sweep X-input 

Y-input Frame timebase from camera 

X-input Line timebase from camera 

Z modulation 
on back panel 

X- and Y-gain 
and shift 

Video signal 

Should be adjusted until centrally positioned 
square picture is obtained. 
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CHAPTER 10 

INFRARED GAS ANALYSIS 

For many years the absorption of radiation at certain wavelengths by 
gases and liquids has been used as a means of identifying and estimating 
them. The absorption of radiation involves a transition in a molecule 
between discrete energy levels, and the wavelength of the radiation 
absorbed corresponds to the energy difference. The types of absorption 
process are: 

Electronic transitions 
Bond vibrations 
Rotations of molecules 

0 to 1.5µm 
1.5 to 30µm 
30 to 1000µm 

In general, the rotational spectrum, as well as causing absorption in its 
own region, is superimposed on the vibrational spectrum, and both 
vibrations and rotations on the electronic spectrum, forming a very fine 
structure of absorption which may sometimes be resolved. 

In the case of gases the vibrational spectra are of the most practical 
interest, since electronic absorption often occurs in the vacuum ultraviolet 
(<0.2µm) and the rotation bands are in the far infrared, both regions 
presenting experimental difficulties. Stretching (asymmetric and sym-
metric), bending, and rocking vibrations occur, and the more atoms that 
form a molecule, the more absorption bands occur. 

It should be noted that in conventional infrared spectroscopy the 
vibrations of symmetric molecules such as Nz, 02 and H2 are not excited 
although they may be observed by Raman techniques. 

For quantitative estimation of gases that have absorption bands in the 
infrared, the attenuation of radiation at a given wavelength is given by: 

I = Iie-«ipr, 
where 

I;, I are the incident and emergent beam intensities 
« 1 is the absorption coefficient 
p is the partial pressure of the absorbing gas 
L is the optical path length. 
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In practice a convenient form of this equation is 

loglo I/I; _ —xpL 
where 

« = 2303x1. 

This equation is only approximate when the radiation is of finite 
bandwidth, but is adequate for most purposes. 

APPLICATIONS 

Gas analysis is important in medicine for lung function tests, in control 
of furnaces for efficiency and pollution purposes, in the control of the 
composition of gas in heat-treatment furnaces, in chemical engineering 
plants, in monitoring of atmospheric pollution, and in monitoring car 
exhausts. Recent legislation in the U.S.A. and the prospect of European 
legislation has stimulated much effort by motor-car manufacturers to 
control exhaust emissions, and a corresponding need has arisen to measure 
these. Infrared absorption techniques offer the advantage of high-speed 
continuous read-out of changing concentrations, and are already in 
widespread use in the industrial field. It is believed that a need has arisen 
for aloes-cost infrared instrument for use in testing stations for auto-
mobiles, for checking on carbon monoxide (CO) emissions in particular. 

METHODS OF INFRARED GAS ANALYSIS 

The available methods are illustrated by the generic diagram: 

/ IR gas analysis_ 

/ dispersive \ / non ~ ispersive \

Fourier conventional selective positive/ negative 
source filter filter 

\ `Hadamard~~ \ / I 
prism grating selective detector 

Veingero~ `ft 

Dispersive methods are generally only suitable for laboratory use 
because of cost and fragility. Non-dispersive methods have been developed 
and are in widespread use, particularly the ingenious selective detector 
method (Fig. 10.1) in which a chamber filled with the gas to be analysed 
absorbs radiation of the appropriate wavelength and deflects a diaphragm. 
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Slow chopper 

Fig. 10.1—Luft analyser, 
schematic and simplified 
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This analyser has achieved a high degree of development and has been 
applied to most IR absorbing gases of industrial importance. The possible 
disadvantages are sensitivity to vibration and temperature changes. In 
recent years narrow-band interference filters, IR detectors, and lasers have 
become available, making feasible other arrangements and the possibility 
of greater robustness and reliability as well as cost-saving. The most 
obvious approach is to replace the gas-filled detector with a positive 
narrow-band filter of the wavelength that the gas to be analysed absorbs. 
There are several configurations of analyser possible, each offering a 
trade-off between performance and cost. Some of these are shown in 
Fig. 10.2. 

ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF GASES 

Some of the gases which are of interest have the following predominant 
absorptions (Ref. 4) 

Wavelength 
(µm) 

« (peak value) 
(torr - icm- i) 

Carbon dioxide 4.35 7.5 x 10-4

Carbon monoxide 4.7 1 x 10_4

Sulphur dioxide 7.25 1.9 x 10-3

Ethane (and many hydrocarbons) 3.4 1.4 x 10-3

Nitrogen dioxide 6.2 2.4 x 10-3

(1 torr ~ 133N/m2 in SI units) 
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Fig. 10.2—Gas analyser schemes 
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All the above gases except carbon monoxide have significant absorptions 
at other wavelengths. It should be noted that hydrocarbons containing 
the —CH3 group will have absorption in the 3.2 to 3.6µm region, and that 
they are difficult to discriminate one from another by IR means. Frequently 
they are estimated as "hexane equivalent", and legislation so far proposed 
is on this basis. 

A spectrum of a sample of car exhaust is shown in Fig. 10.3. 

APPLICATION OF IR DETECTORS 

The detector materials available are discussed in Chapter 1 of this book. 
For the detection of radiation of the wavelengths absorbed by the above 
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Fig. 10.3—Car exhaust 
sample spectrum 
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gases the following materials can be considered 
Indium antimonide, room temperature operating 
Indium antimonide, 77K operating 
Mercury cadmium telluride, room temperature operating 
Triglycine sulphate bolometer 

The actual choice of detector is dependent on spectral response, D*, 
element area, and cost. 

PROTOTYPE CO2/CO ANALYSER 

A prototype COz/CO analyser has been developed to obtain information 
in the application of IR detectors to gas analysis, and in particular to 
car exhaust analysis at relatively low cost. For this reason a single beam 
design (Fig. 10.2a) using the room temperature indium antimonide 
RPY77 detector was adopted. The design variables are the source area, 
its temperature and emissivity, the absorption tube length, the detector 
area, and the type of optics to be used. The requirements of this analyser 
were 

CO measurement 0 to 5 %concentration 
COs measurement 0 to 15 %concentration 

The sample cell length was estimated from the graphs of Figs. 10.4 
and 10.5 on the basis that the minimum absorption when gas is introduced 
should be 10 % and the maximum 90 %. For up to 10 % absorption the 
output of the analyser may be linearised, but otherwise anon-linear scale 
may be produced by calibrating with standardised gas mixtures. 

A tube length of IOcm was decided on which would give 18 %absorption 
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Fig. 10.4—Estimated transmission through CO gas mixtures at 4.7µm versus path 
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Fig. 10.5—Estimated transmission through COz gas mixtures at 4.35µm, versus path 
length 

for 10 % CO and 70 % absorption for 10 % CO2. A length of 30cm has 
also been used experimentally. Sapphire windows which may be fused or 
waxed to a glass tube were used. 

The source presents problems. Ideally one should use a temperature 
which gives a peak output at the filter wavelength and increase the area 
as necessary to give a sufficient irradiance. This would imply a temperature 
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of about 650K. However, there might be considerable losses of heat from a 
large low-temperature source, and for convenience a tungsten filament 
lamp of 15W that had been fitted with a periclase (MgO) window was 
used. The source was obviously inefficient to the extent that it operated 
at about 2000K and that the emissivity of tungsten is low at 4 to 5µm, 
although the coiled filament will have a cavity effect to mitigate this. 

Filters for the instrument have been supplied by STC-ITT, and consist 
of narrow-band filters with transmissions of 4.4µm for COz and 4.7µm 
for CO, with about 0.1µm bandwidth. Auxiliary cut-on and cut-off 
filters are used to reject breakthrough at other wavelengths. 

The use of focused optics was considered, but initially no focusing 
through the analyser tube was used. The design equations to estimate 
the irradiance at the detector are: 

where 

H~= GWaz~aAs 

W~ ~>, 
H~ 

= 
J 

4Fz 

for no focusing 

for a single lens system 
with an extended source 

H~ is the irradiance 
G is a constant > 1 
W~ is the radiance of the source in Wcm_z 

Da is the system spectral bandwidth in µm 
As is the area of source in view 
d is the source detector distance 
J is the lens or mirror efficiency (<1) 
F is the f-number. 

µm-1

It should be noted that the factor G has been incorporated in the unfo-
cused case to allow for the light-guide effect of the sample tube. Even a 
plain glass tube causes an increase in signal of several times that produced 
by the source-detector distance, and the signal can be further increased 
by the usual techniques of making lightpipes. 

Once an estimate has been made for irradiance, the open-circuit signal 
and signal-to-noise ratio are given by: 

Vs = Cr Ha An R?, 

Vs _ D*H~A } 

VN Cf~f} 
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Fig. 10.6—Simple gas analyser 

where 

Meter 
amplifier 

Meter 

1mA f s d 

~mw.e  1 

CI is the chopping factor and is about 2.2 for square-wave 
chopping 

AD is the detector area 
R~ is the responsivity at the wavelength ~ 
D* is the area-normalised detectivity. 

In the prototype, the signal level was about 10µV and the signal-to-noise 
ratio was 50. 

Circuit Design 

The electronic system was designed to be part of a simple and cheap gas 
analyser. This approach was based on the existence of a large potential 
market in the field of motor-car exhaust pollution testing. 

The type of gas analyser under consideration is shown in block diagram 
form in Fig. 10.6 and has the following features: 

A single gas sampling tube with anarrow-band infrared filter and a 
fairly high energy source. 
A single control in the electronics to enable the output meter to be 
set to full scale at the 100 % transmission point when no gas is present 
in the sample tube. This point could be set conveniently before each 
test. 
When the sample tube is filled with a gas mixture at atmospheric 
pressure the output meter reading will indicate the percentage of gas on 
a previously calibrated scale. 
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Design considerations 
With a simple electronic system it is necessary to select a suitable tube 
length that will provide a > 10 %change of transmission when the sample 
is introduced into the tube. A further criterion for accuracy of the system 
is signal-to-noise ratio. If this ratio is not high enough, noise will con-
tribute to the meter deflection and will introduce calibration errors. If 
we are to use the simple electronics proposed, then a source of sufficiently 
high energy must be used. The alternative is to reduce the electronic 
bandwidth. However, any reduction of this will demand a higher degree 
of stability of chopper speed. Both of these problems would be overcome 
by use of aphase-sensitive rectifier, but of course this would mean greater 
expense. 

Fig. 10.7 shows how noise will affect reading accuracy. The gain has been 
adjusted to give full-scale deflection, which is the condition set just before 

Fig. 10.7—Effect of noise 
on calibration 
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measurement. However, due to noise error, if the signal is now reduced 
by some percentage the output level departs from the ideal line and heads 

toward an elevated zero. 

Calculation of percentage error due to noise 
In the ideal noiseless system 

Io= GVs 
where 

Ia =current output 
G =amplifier overall gain (currentwoltage). 

If the noise is VN but the system is set up at f.s.d. then 

where 
G' is the set up gain. 
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To calculate the error at 1/x~'' of Vs (rel1ading should be 1/x of f.s.d.) 

lox G '[~Vs/xI+VN] 

where 
loX is the current output 

Vs is reduced by l /x. 

The percentage error is given by 

( lox  l 
\ 1 f.s.d./x/ 

100. 

In practice the gain was set so that meter f.s.d. was obtained for 10µV 
signal from the cell. This produced a zero error of 20µA on the output 
meter; that is 0.2µV at the detector. From the above expressions for 
percentage error: 

3 

Idealised gain G = 
us 10 x 10- s — 100. 

Setting up gain to give 1mA f.s.d. with 0.2µV of noise: 

Io  1 x 10- s 
G = 

(Vs+VN) 10 x ]0-s rt0.2 x 10- s 98. 

If x 3 then at Vs/3 

10 x 10- s ' 
i oX G'(Vs-{-VN) 98 3 -~0.2 x 10- s ~ = 0.343mA. 

i 
Percentage error = [ 1—(343/333)] 100 3 %. 

A standing error of this type due to noise can of course be calibrated 
out, but then any variation of noise level will change the calibration, and 
the meter scale will vary with different instruments. 

AMPLIFIER UNIT 

The amplifier (Fig. 10.8) has been designed for use with the 2 x 2mm 
indium antimonide labyrinth cells RPY77 or RPY78. It was decided that 
the electronics should be capable of operating from a 9V to 12V supply. 
This may then be suitable for a portable equipment as batteries could be 
reasonably small at a current drain of up to SOmA. This supply voltage 
is also compatible with car electrics, which may prove to be advantageous. 

A low-noise input stage was considered to be of prime importance. 
Gain stability is not quite so vital since the equipment will be adjusted 
immediately before measurement. 
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The unit consists of a pair of amplifiers each being of the current 
feedback type, with p-n-p transistors for the first amplifier because of their 
low-noise properties. The second amplifier is complementary to the first 
as this makes for better resection of spurious supply-line voltages. 

Both the first stage and the detector are supplied from a heavily decoupled 
point to reduce noise and prevent feedback due to the supply. 

The detector is biased via a 1 henry choke from which the following 
advantages are obtained 

1) Noise contribution from the detector ioad is eliminated. 
2} A higher bias current is available from a given supply Line. 
3) The input impedance of the amplifier is not so critical, and its noise 

contribution can be reduced. 

With reference to point (3), it can be shown that the noise figure of 
this type of amplifier is degraded as more feedback is applied. The equation 
for noise factor is: 

1n2Rin en2 (RF-~Rin)2 Rin 
N.F. = 1 ~ K ~ KR~n RF2 + Rr' 
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-where 
in =transistor equivalent noise current generator 
en =transistor equivalent noise voltage generator 
K = 4kTOf 
Rin =total source resistance 
RF =feedback resistor. 

This method of biasing and amplification does not fall exactly into any 
of the categories mentioned in Chapter 2. The amplifier input impedance 
is fairly low (10052) and the d.c. resistance between the cell and its supply 
is comparable with cell resistance. This arrangement is nearest to the 
category of constant power biasing followed by a current amplifier. It 
reduces signal-to-noise variation and also responsivity variations to some 
extent (see Chapter 2). The bandwidth of the amplifier is determined by 
the LC filter in the emitter of TRz. The choke has an inductance of 56mH 
and a d.c. resistance of 1652. 

Amplifier specification 
Supply voltage 
Current drain (amplifier 

only) 
Gain 
Bandwidth 
Total noise voltage referred 

to input 
Noise figure 
Maximum available cell 
bias current 

9V to 12V 

2mA 
500 000 to 50 000 
600Hz (3dB points) 

5 x 10-9 VHz t (F = 800Hz, Rs = 1kS2) 
1.8dB (F 800Hz, Rs = 1kS2) 

IOmA. 

METER DRIVE CIRCUIT 

The meter drive circuit is shown in Fig. 10.9. The output meter is a 1mA 
f.s.d. instrument, preferably with a long scale. The meter impedance 
should not be greater than 50052 to avoid bottoming of the amplifier at 
low supply voltage (9V). 

The purposes of this circuit are (a) to convert the a.c. voltage output 
from the amplifier unit into a suitable d.c. current for the 1mA meter, 
and (b) to overcome the inherent non-linearity of the diode rectifiers so 
that the meter current is nearly linear with input voltage. 

Principle of operation 
This is an amplifier circuit where d.c. feedback is present via R5 and R6
to make the output voltage level approximately equal to the input d.c. 
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Fig. 10.9—Meter drive 

voltage set by Ri and R2 across the supply. There is no a.c. feedback in 
this path, a.c. being shunted to earth by Cz. A.C. feedback is available 
only through the diode bridge and the meter. 

At low values of a.c. input, where the diode rectifiers tend to be of high 
impedance, the amplifier voltage gain is high and a large voltage swing is 
applied to the rectifiers, thus minimising their non-linearity. 

The meter current develops an a.c. feedback voltage across R5 (33052) 
which is approximately equal to the input voltage. 

The effective loop gain is 1500. Linearity of the meter circuit is not 
worse than 2 % of f.s.d. from 1mA to S~,A. The meter should be protected 
from current surges. 

Performance 
The performance of this type of electronic system, when used with a 
practical gas analyser, will depend on the energy of the infrared source and 
the length of the sample tube. 

For the electronic system to function adequately it must be provided 



1 

with a signal from the cell of 10µV when no gas is present. The meter will 
then show full scale deflection and will give 3 %inaccuracy due to noise, 
down to 1 /3 of full scale deflection. 

With a 300°C source of lcm2 and a sample tube of lOcm length a 
signal of 10µV was developed at the amplifier input terminals. A 4.4µm 
narrow-band (0.1µm) filter was used. Under these conditions, 10 % COz 
at atmospheric pressure produced a meter indication 50 % of f.s.d. From 
the line in Fig. 10.5 a 27 % meter indication would be predicted. The 
difference is explained by the filter being about 0.05µm off the centre of 
the CO2 absorption peak. 
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CHAPTER 11 

MCT DETECTORS AT 5~m AND 

NORMAL AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 

The performance characteristics of mercury cadmium telluride detectors 
in the 8 to 13µm band and at a temperature of 77K are already well 
established. Substantially background-limited performance can be achieved 
under these conditions. In this chapter an investigation into the properties 
of these detectors in the 4 to 6µm band, at room temperature and with 
moderate cooling, is described. Detectors of various cutoff wavelengths 
within the 4 to 6µm band were made by adjusting the ratio of mercury 
telluride to cadmium telluride in the material. The detectors, of sensitive 
area 0.25mm square, were mounted on a ceramic substrate in a modified 
integrated-circuit flatpack. 

At 5µm and a temperature of 77K the performance of mercury cadmium 
telluride detectors is comparable with that of indium antimonide devices. 
However, at room temperature (300K) indium antimonide is not ideal 
for applications involving transmission through the atmosphere because 
the material responds to 7µm, whereas the atmosphere is opaque beyond 
5µm. Thus, much of the radiation emitted by broadband sources to which 
indium antimonide is sensitive is absorbed by the atmosphere. This 
investigation shows that not only are good detectivities achieved under 
these conditions with mercury cadmium telluride detectors, but resistance 
and noise levels are such that amplifier design is greatly simplified. 

PERFORMANCE AT 300K 

Detectivity 

Fig. 11.1 shows measured values of area normalised detectivity D* 
(SOOK, 20kHz, 1) plotted against cutoff wavelength (defined as the 
wavelength at which response is half the peak value), and calculated 
values of peak detectivity D* (~,p, 20kHz, 1). It will be seen that the 
peak detectivity increases as wavelength decreases, reaching almost 
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Fig. 11.1—Variation of detectivity, noise equivalent resistance and 
ohmic resistance with detector cutoff wavelength 

1010cmHz t W-1 at 4µm. At 5µm the peak detectivity is typically 3.5 x 
lOgcmHz (: W-1. (Indium antimonide detectors have a typical peak 
detectivity of 3 x lOscmHz t W-1 at 6.5µm, which is close to the value 
obtained by extrapolation of the curve for the detectors under 
consideration.) 

Noise and resistance levels 
Fig. 11.1 also shows the typical noise equivalent resistance (defined as 
the resistance value which would give Johnson noise equal to that 
measured in the detector) plotted against cutoff wavelength. To obtain 
these values the bias current was chosen to give maximum detectivity. 
The detector ohmic resistance is also plotted to illustrate two advantages 
of these detectors: 

1) The noise equivalent resistance is an order of magnitude higher 
than the ohmic resistance, so very-low-noise amplifiers are not 
necessary; 
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2) for the square elements used in this investigation the resistance 
levels are high enough to allow direct coupling to amplifiers, and 
it is not necessary to increase the element resistance by using a 
`labyrinth' construction or to use transformer coupling. 

Typical performance figures at two wavelengths are tabulated below. 

Cutoff wavelength 
D* (ap, 20kHz, 1) 

4.7 
5 x 109

5.6 
1.3 x 109

µm 
cmHz tW-1

Peak responsivity 1600 300 V/W 
Noise equivalent resistance 4 1.25 kS2 
Resistance 200 100 S2 
Time constant 400 150 ns 
Noise knee frequencyt 2 5 kHz 
Bias current 3 5 mA 

f this is the frequency at which the low-frequency l If noise and white 
noise curves intersect. 

PERFORMANCE WITH MODERATE COOLING 
Figs. 11.2a, b, and c show the variation of detector parameters with 
temperature for a typical detector of cutoff wavelength 4.6µm at 300K. 
Increases in detectivity and responsivity are obtained if the detectors are 
cooled, and Fig. 11.2b shows that cutoff wavelength shifts to higher 
values. At --40°C the peak detectivity has reached 2 x 1010cmHz tW_1

and the responsivity has increased by an order of magnitude over the 
room temperature value. The high ratio of noise equivalent resistance to 
ohmic resistance is maintained. Further cooling to —196°C (liquid 
nitrogen temperature) gives a detectivity of 5 x 1O10cmHz tW-1, with a 
cutoff wavelength of 5.8µm, values which are comparable with figures 
for indium antimonide detectors. However, cooling to the —40 to —80°C 
region is likely to be of most interest, since these temperatures can be 
achieved with thermoelectric and freon cooling systems. 

OPTIMISATION OF CUTOFF WAVELENGTH 

For essentially monochromatic applications, such as spectrometry and 
gas analysis, the choice of detector cutoff wavelength is governed by the 
requirements of the measurement. If mercury cadmium telluride detectors 
are used at room temperature, a response reaching only that required by 
the application will give the best overall performance. 
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However, in the case of detection or measurement of thermally radiating 
sources an optimum detector cutoff wavelength occurs, the value depend-
ing on the temperature of the source and being influenced by the spectral 
transmission of the atmosphere, especially over long ranges. Fig. 11.3 
shows typical calculated values of signal-to-noise ratio for mercury 
cadmium telluride detectors, assuming a source at 300K and a value 
of atmospheric transmission appropriate to a distance of one mile. It can 
be seen that the best performance is obtained with detectors of cutoff 
wavelength about 4.8µm. 
The techniques used in the manufacture of these detectors can be 

extended to the fabrication of linear arrays for imaging and other 
applications, as is already the practice with cooled detectors. 
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